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“The Court is the first-born of 
a new judicial èra*  -As à judicial tribunali it 
is not only new in the inc trinco} it is also new 
in principle. So far as concerns the power of 
courts to afford redress, it has heretofore 
been fundamental that the sovereign can do no 
wrong*  This Court was erected as a practical 
negative upon that vicious maxim*  Henceforth, 
our Government repudiates the arrogant assumption, 
and consents to meet at the bar of enlightened 
Justice evi ,ry rightful claimant, howsoever lowly 
his condition may be* ”

- Honorable Charles O’Connor, 
“Great Speeches by Great lawyers
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This dissertation is submitted as a prerequisite 

to the degree of Juris Doctor*  The incentive for considering 

especially The Court of Claims is the author’s expectation*  

ambitious perhaps, to appear mainly before that tribunal, 

and similar bodies, in, the presentation of claims for and 

against the United States Government. The study herein 

made serves as a splendid adjunct to the Lectures on Federal 

Practice and Procedure and other courses in the Graduate 

School of Georgetown University*  whose avowed aim is to 

familiarise students with Federal legislation and the 

decisions of the United States Courts*

Treating the subject as one of historical 

growth, it has been attempted In this paper to probe to thé 

vary source of the Court of Claims11 Jurisdiction*  to view 

Its gradual development from a purely advisory body for 

Congress to an independent forum; then a discussion is had*  

rather in detail, of the typés of claims 'considered, as well; 

as the gist of the decisions on the different questions offered. 
Attention thereafter^âlteen centered mainly on ’’Congressional 

Reference” cases*  largely because of thé interest in the 

disposition of such claims aroused through direct contact with 



©nd proximity to the Committees of Congress« Procedural 

questions, then, have been touched Upon, as if to furnish 

somewhat of a guide to one Unversed in presenting to Congress 

petitions requiring the assistance of th© Court of Claims« 

The comparatively recent controversy, emanating from the 

Pocono Pines case, on the question of the ’’finality" of the 

judgments of the Court of Claims, and the power of Congress to 

Interfere therewith, furnishes a fertile field for enlarging 

upon the very jurisdictional questions originally contemplated 

in the paper»

The author is especially indebted to Stull’s 

works on the Court of Claims and liis incomparable Digest of 

the Court’s decisions, which, by his supplement thereto, has 

enabled a study of cases practically to date# Acknowledgment 

also is mad© of thé material collected In several Law Review 

articles, indicating a, profound study of and interest in ; 

certain phases of the subject- by hiUdénts JLn"different ' " 

universities. Due credit is. given to other articles and 

treatises, to cases studied or cited as authorltjj by references 

in elaborate footnotes»
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INTRODUCTION

- Ancient tíre the maxims that the King can do no

wrong and that the Sovereign can not be sued, unless, of course^
1

he gives his consent. So generally have they been accepted that 

one is not surprised to find them unquestioned even in the enlightened 

days of our Constitutional Convention of 1787. The view was prevalent, 

and public policy demanded, that our Government, in its dealings with
2 

individuals, should occupy an apparently "favored position") conse

quently bo provision was made by the framers, in the drafting of the 

Constitution, whereby the Federal Government might be brought before 

the bar of Justice.

Other nations, as their civilisations progressed, had 

recognized the injustices of the maxims stated, and established 

tribunals or afforded opportunities by which subject# night present 

their grievances against the ruler or his representative. To insure 

similar redress to pur citizens, to whom the new Government might 
become Indebted, Congress early enacted a "Bill of Rights"® which

^And once having consented, yet the Government may withdraw 
that consent whenever it may determine that justice requires It. United 
States v. I»ee, 108 U.S. 207 (1882).

^United States v. Vernier, 164 U.S. 219 (1896). Ibid, "in the 
matter of costs it recovers but does not pay. So the statute of limi
tations may be pleaded by the Government, but not against itj nor is 
it affected by the laché# of its officers".

®The.first ten Amendments (termed Articles), together with two 
others that failed of ratification, were proposed to the several 
States by resolution of Congress on September 25, 1789.
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included, among other provisions, < guaranty to the individual of hie 

privilege ”to petition the Government for a redress of grievances 

and specifically forbidding Congress to pass any law abridging such 

right, however «leritorious a claim might be, the petitioner*  a only 

recourse, then, was to present his .grievance to. his legislators, and 

hope thereby to secure relief, for both the Constitution, in providing 
for the judicial branch of the Government® dud the' ¿udiciayy Actj, sub- 

sequently enacted^ were sileht with reference W the reàedy of a citizen 

with claims against his Sovereign.

Such was the state of claims in the infancy of our 

Republic, tolerated because of their infrequency as well as the 

geographical conditions themselves which added to the difficulty of 

pressing righteous demands.

GENERAL HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

As the Nation grew, and the activities of the central 

Government broadened, bringing it into more frequent contact with its 

nationals, claims against the Government necessarily multiplied.

' ^Found in Article Ï, Amendments to theConstitution.

®Article III of the Constitution.

®The Act of Sept*  24, 1789, c. 20, 1 Stat. 75.
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Some of the claimants, unable to get satisfactory 

treatment by the auditors in the appropriate departments, effected 

the enactment by Congress of the Act of 1797 J which at least recog

nised the existence of these legal claims against the Government 

although only permitting them to be set off in suits by the Govern

ment against claimants for debts due the Government# Hence the 

majority of claimants yet were obliged to petition Congress; from year 

to year applications without number for the settlement of claims were 

flooded upon the legislative body, and as time passed accumulated to 

such an extent that relief was almost prohibitive.®

The constitutional guaranty proved of little value, 

indeed, to claimants against the United States when theirs was the mere 

naked right to have their petitions presented against the Government. 

Such petitions, of course, had to be presented to Congress or to 

individual members, because neither the Judiciary nor the Executive, 

in the absence of legislation by Congress, could do anything toward 
the payment of claims.® In a few instances  ̂to be sure, suits in the

7 Act of March S, 1797, c. 20, #4, 1 Stat. 515. ■ ‘

8 DeKnight, Brief entitled "Judgments against the United States to 
include Interest”, presented to the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. 
Senate, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session; submitted in connection with S.4924,; 
a bill to provide for payment of interest on judgments rendered against 
the United States for money due on public works.(Govt.Print.Off. 1912.)

9 Hughes, Lecture on "The Court of Claims", October 50,; 1934, in 
his course, Federal Practice and Procedure, Georgetown University 
Graduate School of Law.

United States v. Clarke, 8 Pet. 436 (1834) ; Clark v. Clark 17 
How. 315.(1854); Van Hess v. United States, 4 Pet; 232 (1830). 



courts were authorised, hut they were the exceptions rather than the 

rule, and early it became apparent, from the accumulation of private 

claims, that it would be desirable to establish a permanent commission 

of a judicial character, to investigate claims submitted by Congress, 

and to submit findings in judicial fora, and decrees in the form of 

bills re&dy for enactment•

Members of Congress to whom private appeals were made soon 

realised that neglecting to hear petitioners concerning claims, or not 

acting on their complaints when heard> or tardiness in meeting the 

obligations of the Government, was tantamount to violating rights 

guaranteed to the citizens under the Constitution. Senators and Re

presentatives both acknowledged that it was beyond the power of 

Congress or its Committees to make a thorough investigation of these 

claims, much less to.act intelligently upon the large and constantly 

increasing number of petitions introduced at each session in behalf of 
persons having claims of various kinds for which they sought relíef.^ !

The Committees of Congress to whom Were referred such 

claims were iuiapered by the fact that the evidence to substantiate the 

dalias was necessarily upon cx-parte affidavits on the part of the 

claimants and their friends, with but little opportunity to cross-examine 

Or hear witnesses in behalf of the defense. Such ’was the extent of 

these claims, and the difficulty of reaching the real facts in each case,

^Richardson, History, Juihiadiction' and practice of the Court 
of Claims (2d Ed. 1885), p. 5.



that few of the® were ever acted upon. On the one hand, the petitioner 

with a meritorious etata lost his property with but little chance of 

satisfaction» Honest creditors of the United States wfefe turned away 

without a hearing, or if their claims were acted upon and approved by 

one House, they failed of passage in the other} and if revived in 

the next .Congress, they had to be presented anew before a different

Congress and new Committee members*  On the other hand. Congress realizing 

the uncertaintity and, in many instances, the unreliability of the 

evidence produced was unable, even loath, to grant relief except in 

rare instances) and sometimes, because the claims were so long in being 

reported out by thé Committees, Congress became over^generous, as if 

thus at the expense of the public Treasury to maker up for the protracted 

delay in its own process#

further, the Comm&ttees could not constitute themselves 

courts for the trial of facts*  They had neither the time nor the façill^ 

ties to devote tç that kind of investigation, and had they been available, 

it would have meant the interruption or exclusion of their duties to 

the country On the great national questions which were always pending 

in Congress» The members could not effectively examine the claimants*  

witnesses before the?», .por were £hey sufficiently faMllar with the 
i < %-■ i i* j > - . - ‘ ' :
matters in Controversy tp be able to procure witdesses for the Gbverft*«  

ment» Ind, as stated, claimants presented only ex-pàrte cases, supported 

by affidavits and the influence of such friends as they could induce 

to appear before the Committees in open session. do coUnsei appeared to
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watch end defend the interests ofthe Goveihmeht» Certainly it 1b 

no wonder that Committees were perplexed beyond measure with thia 

class of claim«»

The attempts, then*  to sedurerelief through the enactment 

of private appropriation bills, was nothing less than pathetic. Even 

if the claimant had a good case, attempting to persuade Congress to 

give him redreSs was difficult and unsatisfactory - obviously so to 

çny one familiar with Congressional ignorance, procrastination and 

dilatoriness. If one could get enough votes, he would get his money j 

«if he could not get enough votes, he Would lose. And with lobbying not 

as highly professionalized in those times as it is today, more than 

likely he would npt get enough votes! "All the inequality, uncertainty, 

cap'riciousneds, and-corruption comdohly associated âs defects with a -

régime of legislative justice, or injustice, characterised the period 

prior to the eStablishement of the Court of Claims»" "It appeared 

by the reports of their Own Committees that as long ago aS 1848, of •'

17,575 private claims which within 10 years had been presented to 

Congress, 8,948 had never been acted upon, and but 910 had passed both 

Houses. About the same time, too, a seal was set upon the degradation 

of one of the Houses by the expulsion of three members for receiving j ' 

bribes for the prosecution of private Claims through Congress?13

^Toelle. The Court of Claims'of the"United /States, ’"(Michigan"'Law'" 
Review, 1926; v. 24, 675»

■ See also Bean Bound’s statement of the "Advantages of judicial 
justice" over legislative justice, in his Outlines of Lectures on >
Jurisprudence, 55 ed. p, 78. ‘

^fyott, C»J.. in Brown w. United States, 6 C.Cis» 171 (1870)#» quoting*  
"Corruption of Members of Congress", Congressional Globe, 3rd Sesa. 34 Cong,



The perplexity of the several. Committees of th» 

Senate and th© House, and their inability properly to deal with 

skitters of this character, became so positive that as time passed 

different schemes for relief were proposed, in bills, resolutions, 

or motions, or were suggested by Senators and Representatives in 

the course of debates.^

Finally, as has been graphically stated, **the  public 

credit had suffered, and the Government, like all irresponsible 

purchase»«, was compelled to pay more in the market for what it 

bought than many of its own citizens,and the most prudent merchants 

and skillful manufacturers of th© country refused to deal with it 

as a customer which held itself above all legal means of redress 

to remedy those great mischief s'*.  filth th© view of relief

from the burdensome and vexatious investigations, ©nd at the sas*  

time to preserve to the citizens the right of petition, serious 

attention was given by Congress to the establishment of a Cpurt 

for the investigation of such claims.

■ , ... ........ .. ............ ,.i ,, , ......
Richardson, supra note 11, at p. 4.
Also on attempts to establish h Court of Claims prior to 

1855, see Rlghtairo, Special Federal Courts (13 Hi, Law,Rev. 1910) 
15*  19>W<nir», Controversies With th© JJnited State*.(Geo.  Law 

Journal, 19$), V# 16, 454.

^®Nott, C. J., supra note 13, at pp. 191, 192«



ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COURT OF CLAIMS - LEGISLATIVEBISTORT

THE ACT OF 1855.

The Second Session of the Thirty-third Congress marks 

the real beginning of our present tribunal, the Court of Claims. 

On December 6, 1854, SenatorModhead of Pennsylvania, in pursuance 

of previous notice, asked and obtained leave to introduce a bill 

establishing a commission for the examination and adjustment of private 

claims, which was rend twice by its title and referred to the Committee 

on Claims. Obviously the measure had been, previously considered by that 

Committee, for it was soon reported back without amendment. When it 

came up for discussion in th© Senate, it was apparent that the pre

vailing opinion of the Members favored something more than a mere 

commission, with its members appointed for a term of years, or removable 

at the pleasure of the Executive*  With a Comalsslon, it was maintained*  

there would be frequent appointments end removals upon the change of

l§Hichardson, supra note 11, at p. 5.
Apr,1l^iyâll’| *^o of Claims - Court or Commission (Tax Magazine,

political parties job.nfAdministrations, thus greatly weakening the 

Independence of the commissioners and much Impairing their usefulness.

Further, men of ability and learning in the law would hot give Up their 

r positions and practice to accept such semi-judicial offices, subject 

to removal at any time»-6. Obviously, the desire of Congress was that stated
’ ,• .1 - ■. P ' ./ ?■ -V ' ’ ■ • 'byAudh leaders ¿as/StbphbÛ .jA./BoUglaW'i*'* 110 declared, relative to. th» A-

... ■ •> A* ’ .A
■ « X \ ■ ■■ ,■ ■ • ■ ' ,’/. ’

handling of claims against the sovereign! Al want an adjudication Which (
,, ' X

I should deem binding upon us’l|l7 - the act of an independent and
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permanent tribunal, which should peas upon claims agMnst th® Govern

ment with all the foraalltleh, safeguards, and judicial learning which 

district courts had established for the trial of causes between indi

viduals. Senator Hunter of Virginia similarly expressed tills when he 

suggested some assondments whereby judges with life tenure*  rather than 

commissioners, be appointed*  "When these safeguards ar®■provided”, hé 
sai<^”I think we should establish the most admirable tribunal for doing 

justice to private claimants, and, at the some time, for throwing proper 

checks about theTreasury of the United States, that could be established^ 

After discussion in th© Senate, the bill was ref©yrbd to 

a select Committee? which reported a substitute entitled ”An act to 

establish u Court for the Investigation of claims against the United 
Stdtbs'1»'^ This. >111*  différé^ ffom t|b former one-' Very little, except • 

in thé important feature of establishing a permanent and Independent 

Court instead of a commission*  without d record vote it was approved by 

thé Sénato. Its progress through the House was without difficulty, and 

by a vote of 150 t© 46 it Was adopted.

Two days later, February 25, 18S5, it was signed by the 

President and became law.^

And so tho Court of Claims was established, under the 

authority of Article III, Section 1, of the Constitution, which provides 

. ^RichorSon, supra note 11,. at p. 5*  : ' ■

. 19Ibid.

£0Revi3ed Stat. 1059} 10 Stat, et L. 612.
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that "The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one 

Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as th© Congress may from 
gl

time to time ordain and establish1'.. It was created mainly as an 

investigating commission to aid Congress in dealing with private bills, 

but its real judicial function has been said to be so unfamiliar that 

a former assistant Attorney General, Houston Thompson, who defended 
many cases before it, has described it as ’’The Unknown Court’,|® 

Established primarily, then, as an adjunct to Congress, to hear and 

adjudicate claims against the United States, the power vested in It 

by this one Act can hardly be said to have been strictly judicial, 

for it was more of a comission which was to report to Congressj Its 

findings were to have no binding force but were to be substantially 

re-investigated by the legislative branch of the Govexixmcnt.

The Act of 18S5 required the appointing of 3 judges 

with life terms to Constitute tho Court, and President Pierce named 

two of them on March S, 1855, and the other May 8, 1855. Tey organised 

on the 11th of May, selecting Judge John J. Gilchrist of New Hampshire 

as presdldlng Judge, end immediately entered upon the discharge of 

thely duties*  ’ ' : -T

». » Thé «nàgnltuBe <and variety of the business of the Court,

with its peculiar jurisdiction, are well presented in an early report 

jâade to Congress by Judge Giiolirist, for himself apd his associates,

2ISeè Klein v. United States^ 15 Wall*  128 ' (1871).

Crane, JuHMictidn of the United States Court of Claims
(liar*  1*  fier*,  1920) v. 34, 161.
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on June 25, 1856, stating, in part-J^3

^®fii'ch&rdson,' supra notell, Àt. ppd - 7." ' ' ' ' '... ' ' '

^Supra note 2Q*

"Ab to the business of the courtwe are con
vinced that no one who has not had personal experience 
on the subject can have any correct idea of ito 
diversity, ita intricacy, its perplexity, the exhaust
ing labor necessary for ite investigation, or the large 
sum of money it involves.

’’Until the institution of this court there kind 
never been anything like a systematic inquiry into 
the nodes of action by the Goveïnment through the 
Executive Departments, or the relation in regard to 
contracts and the liabilities arising therefrom which 
the Government boré to the citisene. It was inevitable, 
and it is astonishing that it should not have been 
perceived, that among 25,000,000 people, inhabiting 
the almost boundless territory comprehended by the 
Unión, innumbérable questions jf the most difficult 
and delicate nature must have arisen, delays in the 
decision of which were alike discreditable to the moral 
sense of thp people, and the public faith In the Govern*  
ment, of which the people were the foundation.

"It has often been asserted, and .proved by the 
experience of the British Parliament, that legislative 
bodies are Unfitted,- by -the^pressure of great public 
interests, from careful judicial investigation into 
private rights. consequence has been in our 
country that claims •’accumulated until their magnitiude 
repressed all willingness to investigate them, and a 
state of things arose which made it. hopeless almost to 
present a claim against the, United States with any 
prospect of decision."

The organic act of1655 gave to the Court Jurisdiction

to hear and determine "All claims founded upon any law of Congress, 

or upon any regulation of an^fhutlve department , or upon any 

contract, express or implied, with the Governtnelii of the United 

States, * *■  * and all claims Which may be referred to it by either 

House of Congress".**^



Also, it provided that at the commencement of each

session of the Congress, and nt the commencement of each month during 

the session, the court should report the cases Upon which they had 

finally acted, stating in each the material facts which they found 

established by the evidence, with their opinion in the case, the reasons 

upon which such opinion was founded, and the opinion of any judge who 

should dissent from the majority. In addition, the Court were directed 

to prepare bills, in those cases which received favorable consideration, 

in such form?asif enacted, would carry the same into effect. The 

very terms of the act itself then, although aimed at the defects in the 

previous disposition of claims, did not alleviate entirely the situation

* inGSngress regarding? theSpf caseA, fpj? ih addition to submitting to 

Congress the above documents and ddta*  the Court were required to trans

mit, with the reports, the briefs of the solicitor for the Government 

and of the claimant, and the testimony, in each case - all of which not 

only embarrassed the proceedings thereon in Congress but permitted 

again the delays which had been the bane of the old system.

The claims which were reported adversely were placed.upon 

the congressional calendar, and all reports and bills from the Court 

were continued from session to session*  and from Congress to Congress*  

until finally acted upon» But those Claims with favorable reports \ 

were referred to the Committee on Claims (which course was «ver after 

followed while the system of reporting to Congress continued)*



The CoiHiaittee on Claims finding a mass of evidence with 

the briefs in each case before then, considered it their duty, appar

ently, to go carefully over the whole procedure, to read all the 

evidence, end to examine ths briefs of the claimant and of the attorney 

for the Government*  All this meant practically that the Committee heard 

the cases anew, and decided for Itself the questions which were 

raised on the facts and ths law*  Little, therefore, was gained by the 

reference of such cases to the Court. In fact, it was a positive in

jury to the claimants who were thus forced to try their cases twice*  

Favorable reports often were not concurred in or acted upon at all, end 

were finally lost altogether} not only did claimants obtain no relief, 

but Congress and its Committees found the burdens find labors of con

sidering and re-investigating these claims as onerous as theretofore*

The expectation expressed in thé Senate by Senator hunter 

of Virginia in December, 1854, when the original bill was under dis

cussion, hardly was reallsed| "I take it for granted", he had said,®6 

"that there would scarcely be a case In which Congress would not concur 

in the decision of a Court thus established"*  Certainly Congress had 

not anticipated this situation, nur was it that the friends of th© 

act creating .the Court intended, or hoped and expected to accomplish.

„gfr.... nJ ...... . . ..... ...................................................................... ....... ... ...
It was stated that the inability of the members, of Congress to 

acquaint themselves with the mass of facts reported resulted in action 
|.n but one, out Of ten of the findings. See 61 ¿ong. Globe 506 (1882)} 
èén. Sep#Ho*.  54, 57th COhg.’, 2d Sees*

2®Rlchardson, supra note 11, at p*  9.
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it was no doubt supposed*aa  was said at a later date by a member of 

the House from Pennsylvania, that the bills reported by the Court would 

be read over by the Committee simply to "see whether there was anything 

contained in them which might be considered as trenching on the privi

leges or rights of the House, and: if there were not, that they might 

be reported back for the House to act on

The consequence of laying the whole record in each case 

before Congress was that the Committee felt reluctant to take the re

sponsibility of reporting back the bills without examination of the 

evidence upon which they were founded, evidence which the law required 

should be submitted by the Court. Thus was defeated the one great 

object f th© act establishing ths Court, namely, that of relieving 

Congress from the consideration of private claims upon the evidence. 

With this apparent, Congress made important, radical changes and la-
y -i ’ '

provements in the organic act*

ZTIbid< ■ ■ ’ " 1 ' 1 “““ * —

As a matter of interest, the first case in the first volume of 
the reports of the Court of Claims (Gordon’s Case, 1 C. Cis. 1) dis
closes these extraordinary facts!

There was allowed to the claimant for the property destroyed by 
United States troops $8,873.00; then v!00,000 for on error of calculation 
in the first "award"; then $3,997.94 for interest; then $10,004.89 
for more interestj then $39,217.50 for property previously found not 
to have been destroyed by the United States troops; and finally 
$66,519.85 on a "revision" of the previous awards«



As has been indicated, the original purpose of the Act 

creating the Court of Claims, was that the Court should investigate 

claims against the Government, rather as a commission and report to 

Congress suitable bills to carry out the relief sought. As thus 

construed, however, the Court lacked the eseential elements of judicial 

power, that is, the power to render final judgments. The situation 

was so unsatisfactory that President Lincoln, recognising the necessity 

of a Court having such power, in his first annual message to Congress, 

December 3, 1061, urged the enlargment of the Court’s powert

' *It  is important”, said he, "that some more con
venient aeand shouldrbeprovided, if possible, for the 
adjustment of clhi&B against; the government, especially 
In view of their increased number by reason of the war. 
It Is as much the duty of Government to render prompt 
justice against itself la favor of its citizens as it 
is to administer the same between private individuals.

' The investigation and adjudication of claims in their 
nature belong to the judicial department*  Besides, 
it is apparent that the attention of Congress will be 
more then usually engaged for Some time to come with 
great national questions. It was intended by the or- 

. ganization of the Court of Claims mainly to move this 
branch of business from the halls of Congressj but while 
the court has proved to be an effective and valuable moans 
of investigation, it in a great degree falls to make its 
judgments final.

■Fully aWaro Of the delicacy, not to say danger,, 
of the subject, I commend to your careful consideration, 
whether this power of tasking judgments may not properly 
be given to the court, reserving the right of appeal on 
questions of law to the Suprfiti'£oux’t with such other 
provisions as experience may have shown to be necessary.*

specie, History and jurisdictionof the United States Court 
of Claims (Col. Hist. Soc. Hecorda, 1916) v*  19, p. 5.
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Following thia message, on ¡larch 5, 1863, an amendatory
29Act was passed, providing for a Chief Justice and two additional

Justices. The. former requirement th&t the Court should send to

Congress the records, evidence, judgments, and bills, was done awey 

with. The Court, therefore, was reorganised, and given power to 

issue final judgment,*®  subject to the right of appeal to the Supremo 

Court, on all claims accruing under the act within 6 years prior to 

the filing of a petition ~ in cases founded upon laws of Congress, 

regulations of the Executive Departments, end' contracts, express or 

implied, made with the Government. The appeal was allowed to the 

Supreme Courtby either party where the amount should exceed §3,000, 

and by defendants In other cases«

• ,/ . The Statute of Mmltatlons inserted in the Act profidedi

"Every claim agalhst this United Stages cognisable by the&urt of Claims 

shall be forever barred! unless the petition setting forth a statement 

of the claim be filed In the Court ortransmitted to it under the prdS 

visions of this act within 6 years after the claim first accrues’’J 

saving the right upon claims then already accrued to file the petition

^Revised Stat. 1069j 12 Stat, at L? 765*

«0 The ’’finality” feature of the House bill met strenuous opposition 
in the Senate. After two amendments designed to remove that feature 
had been withdrawn without' a record vote, an amendment was proposed 
making the judgments final only against a losing claimant. The vote 
resulted in a tie, but the amendment was defeated by the negative 
vote of the chair*  61 Cong. Globe 311, (1862). ata h^endment was 
immediately voted down, 22 to 15, to make the judgments final only 
when under $2000. 61 ID. 312. In the House, no amendments were 
offered which would allow an expression of the opinion of all the 
members, but the remarks in debate indicated a belief that the bill 
was to make the decisions conclusive*  See 56 ID*  1673, 1674, 4Í675 
(1862).
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within 3 years after the passage of the act, and also the rights of 

certain persons under disability. The result of this limitation 

le that claimants now go to Congress with their petitions for redress 

in matters of claims to which this exclusion of the Court of Claims 

applies, and in some special cases Congress has waived the statute in 

their behalf• .

The same Act of 1863 gave to the Court jurisdiction

of *A11  set-offs, counter-claims, claims for damages, whether liquidated 

or unliquidated, or other demands whatever on the part of the Government 

against any person ajaklng^clalMS against the Government in said Court*,  

Under this provision, the United States! has obtsined judgment against 

individuals in several cases, end in certain railroad cases the 

Government has recovered more than a million dollars.

Every judgment was to be paid "out of any general appropria

tion made by law fpr the payment and satisfaction of private claims, 

on presentation to th© Secretary of the Treasury of a copy of said 

judgment, certified by the clerk of the Court of Claims, and signed 

by the chief justice, or in his absence by the presiding judge*.

Interest was allowed upon judgments in certain cases in favor of claimants, 

when on appeal to the Supreme. Court the satoe was affirmed.

The last section of the Act provided, in effect, that

no money should be paid out of the Treasury on ©ny judgment rendered 

until after an appropriation had been estimated therefor by the Secretary 

of the Treasury. This provision w&s held by the Supreme Court, in the

‘^Sttkinsoi^ The United States Court' of Claims (Am. L. Eev. lSlt)

V. 46, p. 221»



«o
caso of Gordon v. United Statesf on appeal from the Court of Claims, 

to be inconsistent with the possession by the Court of Claims of 

judicial character. ;The Supremo Court therefore refused, to take 

appellate jurisdiction, the Court st&tihgi ”We think that the authority 

'' given to the head, bf an. Executive Department, by necessary implicatipa

•a- * * * to revise all the decisions of that court requiring payment 

pí Btoney, dehies/to it tìtó judicial, power from the exercise of which 

alone appeals con be taken to this .court*.,'

THE ACTS OF 1866
■SROn March 17, 1866, Congress repealed the objectionable

section of the Act of 1863; and since that time the Supreme Court 

has entertained appeals from final judgments Of the Court of Claims, 
stating through Chief Justice Mite®^ in denying a motion to dismiss K 

an appeal, that ’’from that time until the presentation of this motion 

it has never been doubted that appeals would lie”. Further, the 

Supreme Court thereafter held that the Court of Claims not only has
■ ' ’ ;T ; ’ k

all the functions of a court, but that it is a genuine, eutherüc court,' 
and is one of the courts authorised by the Constitution the. same as 

circuit and diati.let courts of the United ¡States »3®

oe2 Wall. 561 (1864). '' """7 7 ' "r. <
Opinion, Taney, J. adopted by thè Court after his death, 117

U. 3 . 697 (1864)J Montgomery v. U.S., 49 C,Cis. 576, 601. (1914). 
s®14 8tat> 9 ■ . ,
United States V. Jpnes, 119 U.S. 477, 478 (1886)

clftK. DeGroot v. United States, 5 Wall. 419 (1866) 
Frankfurter & Kat*,  Cases on Fed. Juris. (1931) £ on*

United States v. Klein, IS Wall*  128 (1871); O’Grady’s Case,
22 Wall. 641 (1874) ’ z

®$Id. Klein’s Case, at 145.



• ‘ . ÿ'Furthey,; by the of Wy9, 1866^®7 the jurisdiction

of the. Court of iClolms ’was extended ”?ó hear bad determine th© clàis 

of any paymaster, quartermaster, commissary of subsistence, dr other 

disbursing officer of the United States, or of his administrators 

or executors, for relief from responsibility on account of losses, by 

¡©suture or otherwise, while in the line.' of his duty, of Government 

funds, vouchers, records, end papers in his charge, and for which such 

officer wag and is held responsible"; with authority to enter a decree 

for his relief, to b© certified to and allowed by the accounting 

offlcera of the Treasury as a credit whenever the Court "ascertained 

the facts of any such loss to have been without fault or neglect on 

tile part of any such officer."

^14 Stat. 194; Sao. 147,.Jud, Code", ' ' ' '..... ' ' ' ■
The jurisdictional provision for the bringing of suits by the 

persons named will b® found as part of See. 145, "Third"• See, Penrose, 
42 C. Cis. 29 (1906); Boggs, 41 0. Cis. 367 (1909); Clark, 46 C. Cis. 
416 (1911); Woog, 48 C. Cis. 60 (1915).

For several years lump sums were appropriated to cOVer subse
quent judgments Of the Court of Claims. See 13 Stat. 148 (1864);14 
Stat. 194 (1866); 14 Stat. 444 (1667); 15 Stat. 95 (186S); 15Stat. 287 
(1869); 16 Stat. 255 (1870). From 1871 to 1875, the method cf payment 
was an appropriation "To pay judgments of the Court of Claim#". See 16 
Stat*  480 (1871); 17 Stat. 82 (1872); 17 Stat. 50 (1875); 18 Stat. 108 
(1874); 18 Stot. 369 (1875). .

The statute of 1875, instead of a general appropriation, specified 
by nafis and amount judgments previously rendered».SeO 19 $tat. 347 
(187S), This mathod was followed at intervals for son» years*  In 
1890 Congress established its present practice of appropriating a lump 
sum for judgments which have been certified to it by the Secretary of 
the Treasury. See 26 Stat. 537 (1890), 31 Ü. S. C. #226 (1926); cf., 
eg., 46 St&t. 1622 (1951), The change in 1876 was introduced to 
avoid the possibility of a large judgement exhausting the fund and 
does act indicate an intention to question the judgments themselves. 
See 6 Cong. Keo. 585-88 (1677).
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the act og less
The jurisdiction of the Court was'further extended by

the Act of June 25, 186&J® ao as to authorise the head of any Executive 

Department, or the Secretary of the Treasury, on the certification of 

any Auditor or Comptroller, to transmit to the Court for hearing and 

adjudication any claim belonging to one of the classes of which the 

Court might take jurisdiction on the voluntary action on ths 

claimant, «whenever the same involves disputed facts of controverted 

guestions of law, where the amount in controversy exceeds of

where the decision will affect < class of Cases, or furnish à precedent 

for the future action of any Executive Depertment in thé adjustment 

of a class of cases, without regard to the amount in controversy in 

gny pferticdlarcase; or where any authority, right, privilege, 0? '

exemption is chained or denied under the Constitution of the dieted

State^T

It has been decided by the Supreme Couart, aS to claims?I

so referred, that the Statute of Limitations ceases to run after the.

filing of claims in the department« In the case of United States v. ’ ,\ 

a claim was filed in the Treasury Department, within the

6-year period, by the State of Sew York for reimbursement for expensei 

in equipping, troops during th© Civil War» ' The matter was' ref erred ' >

to the'Court, wherein judgment »as rendered, &&& on' appeal'•the Supreme

.:/Weyised' Sthttttee 108Si‘*Stfit.  95« ' ■ '■X?A "" '

5®United States v. Newl’ork, 160 U. S. 598 (1895)»



Court affirmed the Judgment and reversed itj that is*  they nt>t only 

sustainedthe Court of Claima to the extent of the judgment for 

$90,000 which it had rendered, but added claims it had disallowed 

for inteysst on bums theretofore paid to the extent of $50|$00.

4UPeele, Supra note 28, at p»6*
. 4122 Stat. 485 _ .

Earned after Congressman S. 2. Bowmanof Massachusetts, who 
reported the bill for the Committee on Claims and who had Charge 
of it in the House of liepresentutiveo* .

4SJackson, 19 «. Cis. 504 (1884)

44ford*s Caae, 19 C. Cis* 596 (1884)

Under thisruling, over five millions of dollars 

theretofore rejected by the accounting officers Were paid by the 

Government to various States by way of reimbursenents for moneys 

expended by then in equipping troops to aid in the suppression of 

thCClyfi <Wc#>*'TH3ta  bum* <^f bourse, JLa in addition to the larger 

sum theretofore allowed and paid through the accounting officers of 

the Treasury Department for like pUrposeB»*®

THK JUX M18S5 (BGKMM ACT)

In still further recognition of the right of petition 

as to claims having no legal standing, Congress on Wrch 3, lBSS^X 

passed a bill commonly known as the ’’Bowman Act*3&  Its object 

was to afford assistance and relief to Congress in theinvestigatibn
AWof claims,0 and to provide for judicial investigation of matter# in 

which ho legal right of recovery exists and as to wMch the discretion 

of Congress can not be constitutionally conferred on any tribunal* * 44



This was an cnlargenent, then, of the jurisdiction of ■ ■

; thè Poux$ by the findii^ of facte to asslat Congress in the 

determination of claims,45 and Congress intended to authorise either 

Honed ,br ààyi Connittee to have the facts in any matter pending or 

business ascertained in the Court* 45 Briefly, the '.-hili provides

^Norfolk Co.' Feny W 'i. JQls* 19 (1887)

Taylor, 35 C. CIS* 75 (1889)
4?Hughea, supra note 9»

. that when-any 'elaim or matter is pending before either House of Congress 

or any Cotaittee,'which involves tjié'investigation and detejminatioa 

of facts, the same nay be trantaltted to the Court of Claims for hear*  

ing*  When the facts are found, they are to be reported to the House 

or to the Committee from which the case was transmitted for its con*  

slder&tion. But no judgment is entered, no conclusions of lawtads, 

and no opinion given*  Nor is any evidence returnedj only the findings

of fact ere reported beck*

the Act also authorised the head of any Executive

Department totransmit to the Court any claim or matter involving 

controverted questions of fact or of law, requiring the Court to find 

the facts and its conclusions of law, and to render an opinion, all 

of which is to be reported to the Departmentfor its guidance and
action.* 4?

Under the Act, claims, among others, growing out of the

Civil War for property taken and used by the Army end Mavy, Wre re-



ferred to the Court of Claims by vtirlouB Committeds of CongresS|

for findings :f fact f r the information of Congress, in order that 

it might act intelligently, safely, and readily upon the cases 

presented. The Court reported findings and allowances for about 
$4,000,000 under this act*̂®

4®Peele, supra note 28, at p. 7 
i®Meal, 30 C. Cis. 49 (1901) 
"YPiikington, 36 C. Cis. 557 (1901) 
52Adams, 86 (hCls. 104 (1901)« -

. 24 Stat. CGI

It has been held that where a claim founded on contract 

was barred by the Statute of Limitations at the time of the passage

of the Bowman Aut, and was res adjudicate in Executive Departments

at the same time, it was excluded from the Jurisdiction of the Court 

under this Act.4® .

Also, under the Bowman Act where a claim is referred 

to the Court, the facts found and:, reported to Congrèga and paid by 

Congress on condition that receipt of the amount found due by the 

Court shall be a "full and final dispiaatgé",iánd It is again referred
-i; ; •' / •' ; 1 ' •. -,

under the Bowman Act, thè claim is barred, and the Court can only

report to Congress that claimant has received and accepted the 

amount found»®®
And an unreversed judgment of the Court under its

general jurisdiction existing at the. time of the passage of the

Bowman Act, is a bar to a suit under said Act arising out of the
51same cause of action.
THE ACT OF 1887 (TUCKER ACT).

While the Act of 1855 has never been repealed, its 

provisions have been embraced in the act of March 1087,®^ Known 

as the "Tucker Act”, which, in à sense, codified preexisting law by 

reenacting the provisions of the original Act with Certain limitations
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been
»nd extensions which had read into that Act by judicial interpretations*  

ana expressly supplemented the Act by conferring in terms an equitable 

jurisdiction theretofore a question f sone uncertainty.

And so codified by the Tucker Act*  thé enlarged juris

diction of the Court embraces all olaims®^

1- Fouhded Upon the Constitution of the United States;

2- 4ipon any law of Congress, except for pensions;

5-Upon any regulation of an ¡Executive Department;

4- Upon any contract, express or implied, with the 
Government of the United States; or

5- For damages, liquidated or unliquidated, in cases 
not sounding in tort in respectto which clains 
the party would fe entitled to redress against the 
United States, either in a cphrt of law, equity, 
or admiralty, if th© United States were suable.

Prior to the Act, the Court of ■Claims was the only

Court in which the citiaen could prosecute his claim against thé 

Government, but thereafter, by the Act, the United States Circuit 

and District Courts were given limited jurisdiction ¿fr over such 

claims. And th® Court, as Ms been stated,has authority to call 

upon the head of any Executive Department to certify to it for Use 

as evidence in a caao, any designated publié documents, in his 

custody, bearing on woh base, unless in his opinion, to do sô would 

fee injurious to.thé public interest'’, in which event he -nay refuse 

end so, ihf^w# the Court. ■' J'~ ..

: 5fi' See fee*  145, Jud. Code. ; ' ' ■■ “i’ ' ■ ' ' ' ' '■ -, "" .
• Supra notSjHO, st fee. ll;^Seb. 1^4, jud. Cdde*  r

•s*:



The Tucker Act is largely a codification of existing 

law, end Was intended to be an enlargement,’.and net a reetriotion, of 
the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims.^ The Court now acquires 

general jurisdiction to render judgments on all claims against the 

Government arising an stated} and the Act continue« the right of th*  

Government to file any claim by way of set-off or counterclaim not 

only to the extent of any claim against the Government, but for judgment 

against such cluiaaut if in excess thereof»^ <

The Act px’ovides for the reference not Of a ■•clfiia”' or 

’’matter” but of a "bill" pending in either House of Congress 

And the provision that where ths . Court has "jurisdiction to render 

judgment" It shall do so, is mandatory and does not depend upon the 

consent of the tjarties.^

®® J^grsa, 32 C. ClsV 147 (13971 j reversed on Other ground!
172 U. 8. 327 (1899)

®® Sec» 145, Jud. Code» See also Act of 1865 end reference
thereto, supra note 31 ' * . < '

Sec, 151, Jud» Code. See aldo Dowdy, 26 G. Qla. 220(1891)

M Stovall, 26 C. 226 (1891), See also iost, 49 C, Cl»<
105 (1913) j Hood, 49 0. Cis. 669 (1914) j Barnes, 46 C, Cis< 7 (1910).»



THE COURT OF CLAIMS

Thé Act establishing the Court of Claims has been amended 

from time to time and le now found in the Judicial Code*®®

The. Court to-day consists of à Chief Justice and four 

judges, who are appointed by the President, by and with the advice 

end consent of the Senate, and they hold their offices during good 
behavior*  The Court site in Washington. Weinberg of Congress®8nd 

Menbers-elect, are forbidden to practice before it, under a penalty 

of 110,000 and imprisonment of two years, end thereafter being in

capable of holding any -of.flee in honor or trust in the United States*  ®*

No fees or costs are taxed or allowed by the Court, 

aAd’if the claimant loses his case, he is not subjected to fc bill 

of costs; except that the statut® requires the losing party to pay 

cost of ■.p)^tii ,̂'->the;-rocbrds>®2; of course, a party-.must pay 

for.the takingof depositions which he himself requires in establish- 

ing his claim, but if defeated he is not required to pay for taking 

thé depositions of his adversary*

59Chap, 7, Sees. 135-187. ' " ’ ’ . ? . " '■

®®See ’’Corruption of Members of Congress*,  supra noté 15*  
See also Sec. 144, Jud. Code*

61As to its composition, personnel, sessions, jurisdiction, 
and practice, see Chap*  7, Tit*  28 U.S.C.j Sees... 1J55«*187,  Jud.Code*  
Also Atkinsonsupra note 81*

®2gec. 176, Jud. Code. See also Atkinson, gupra note 31, at
■p<.23» ■ W -■ . ' •< ; . .
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Hot only does the United States Government thus

permit its citizens to sue for the recovery of any claim against 

the United States, but also It permits aliens to sue in theCfturt
65of Claims, Aliens who are citizens or subjects of any Government 

which accords to citizens of the United States the right to prosecute 

claims against such Government in its Courts, have the privilege of 

prosecuting claims agaihst thè United States in the Court of Claims*  

Whereof the Court*  by reason of their subject-matter, might take 

jurisdiction*®^

1 ^McÉlrath*s Case, idg U. S* 426 (1880) .

The Supreme Court has held, in ■ McEirath-^^Unlted^-

States*  that the provision of law authorizing theCourt to render 

judgments without trial by jury does not violate either the letter 

or Spirit of the 7th Amendment to the Constitution, providing that 

•in Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall 

exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved*.

■ 1 ' ®^ec*̂6,''Jhid.  Code. r'''... ■ - 1 ' 1 ■ -,

64jt has been judicially determined by decisions already made 
that, Under this provision, the right to sue in this Court is 
accorded to citizens of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Great 
Britain, Holland, Italy*  Norway, 'Spain, Switzerland, The Netherlands.

Also, in timespast, the right was granted to citizens of 
Bavaria, Hanover*  Prussia, The Free City of Hamburg,The Hanseatic 
Provinces*  ,
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This is doubtless for the reason that, as the Sovereign can only 

be sued with its consent, such consent nay be given upon such 

terns as Congress may prescribe, and for the further reason that 
gg 

the Court of Claims exercises the functions of both Court and jury*  
The Court said, in the McElrath Case*  that suits against the Govern

ment in the Court of Claims, whether reference be had to the 

claimants’ demand or io the defense, or to any set-off or counter

claim which the Government might exert, are not controlled by the 

7th Amendment, because "they are not suits at Common law within 

its true meaning*« 6?

The Court of Claims exercises all the functions of 

a Court, and is one of those Courts which Congress authorises 

under the Constitution, having jurisdiction of contracts between 

the Government and the citisén, from which appeal lies to the 

Supreme Court« Its judgments, where no appeal is token, are 

absolutely conclusive of the rights of the parties,0 just as 

conclusive as are the judgments of the Supreme Court* 66

When judgment la rendered against any claimant, the

Court may grimt a new trial for any reason which, by the rules of

. ®6Peele, supra note 28,- at p.' 5. 111 ' ■ ''"" ....................< 

^Supra note 65, at p. 440

68See Klein’s Cass, 7 C. Clo*  241 (1869), 15 Wall. 120 (1871)j 
O’Grady’s Cade, 10 0. Cis. 134 (1874), 22 Wall*  641 (1874).

6?But as to the '’findings’’ of the Court in Congressional
Reference Cases, see infra, note 251 and following*  



common law or chancery in suits between private individuala, 

would furnish sufficient ground for granting a new trial. 

An/ final judgment against the claimant or any claim prosecuted 

forever bars any further claim or demand against the United States 

arising ott of the matters involved in the controversy.?®
; '• .* ■ : . , '■ ■ K

6 . ■. » ■ ; . ....

. 4/ ...

From its decisions, appeal lies to thè Supreme Gourt, 

the code providing» "An appeal to the Supreme Court shall be allowed 

on behalf of the United States from all judgments adverse to the 

United States, and on behalf of the plaintiff in any case where 

the amount in controversy exceeds $3,000", or where the claim is 

forfeited to thè United States by judgment of said Court for 

fraud practiced or attempted to be practiced against the United 

States. The Government was given the right of appeal without 

regard to the amount involved because many of the cases brought 

in the Court of Claims are "class*  esses*?®

?^(&ddeft,'''*T^  of the United'states '(Hat."
Univ. Law Sev*,  1926) v.6, p.110.

nSec. 242, Jud. Code. ,
Appeal lies directly from thé District Courts to the Supreme 

Court in cases under this jurisdictional heading» J*  Homer Fritch, 
Inc. V. United States, 248 U.S. 458 (1919)*

On appeals generally. See Vigo’s Case, 21 Well*  648 (1874)J
United States v. Davis, 131 U.S. 36 (1889)j Gleeson 124 U.S*  255 
(18ÜJ6)j United States v*  Moaby, 133 U.S. 273 (1890)J United States 
V. St*  Louis &c*  Transp. Co., 184 U*  S. 247 (1902)j La Abra Silver 
Mining Co., 175 U. 3. 423 (1899)*

72 Hughes, supra note 9*
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All appeals frôn the Court of Claias shall bç 

taken within 90 days after judgment Is rendered, end shall be 

allowed under such regulations as the Supreme Court may direct»?® 

And in any case brought in the Court under any act of Congress 

by which the Court of Claims is authorised t'o render a judgment 

or decree against the United States or any Indian tribe Of Indians, 

or any fund held in trust for any Indian tribe or Indians, in such 

case, the claimant, the United Stateá, the tribe of Indiens, or 

other party in interest have the same right of appeal as is. 

conferred by law.* 74

^®Sec* 243, tiode. •''' ' " / .1.-. . ...... .
See also United States v. Adama, 6Wall* 101 (1867)j United 

States V* Ellicott Machine Company, 225 U. S. 524 (1912)•

74Sec. 182, Jud* Code*

TOStull, A case in the United States Court of Claims (J. Byrne 
& Co. 1924), p* 84.

The rules of the Supreme Court require that casés 

appealed shall be heard Upon the following recordt7®

1 - A transcript of the pleadings in the 
. case? Of the final judgment or decree

of the Court; and of such interlocutory 
orders, judgments and decress as may be 

. necessary to proper review of the case*
2.— A finding-''^y the Court of Claims of the
* facts in th® çjfese, established by the 

evidence, in the nature of a special verdict, 
but not the evidence establishing them*

3 - A separate statement of the conclusions of 
law upon said facts on which the Court 
founds its judgment or decree, the find
ings of fact and conclusions Of law 
to be certified as part of the record.
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Treating of the record on appeal the Supreme
Court, in Burr w. Dea Moines R. R. & N&v. Co.?6 Btsldl

"The statement of facta on which this court 
will inquire if there is or is not error in the 
application of the law to then, is a statasent of the 
ultimate facts or propositions which the 'evidence 
is Intended to establish, and not the evidence on 
which those ultimate facts are supposed th rest. 
The statement oust ba sufficient in itself, without 
interference or ccmpnrlaons, Or balancing of testlaony, 
or weighing evidence, to justify the application of the 
legal principles which must determine the case. It 
must leave none of the functions of a jury to be dis
charged by this court, but wust have all the sufficien
cy, fullness and perspicuity of a special verdict. 
If it requires of the court to weigh conflicting 
toatimony, or to balance admitted facts, and deduce 
from these the proposition of fact on which alone a 
legal conclusion can rest, then it is not such a 
statement as this court can act upon."

Findings.

The “findings” of the Court of Claims should embrace 

the ultimate facts and not the evidence supporting th©«.77 The

facts themselves, so far as the Supreme Court are concerned, 

must be taken as Undisputed.78 Exceptions to the Court’s findings 

have no proper place in a record on appeal, it has been held.7®

78i. wall, iot (1863). ■ ' .. : "■ ■■■'/;■ >'.

77Hatron Soda Co*  55 C*  Cis. 66 (1920).

78McClure 116 U. S. 145 (1865).

7®Gulf Refining Company, 59 C*  Cis. 104 (1924).
See also DeQroot, 5 Wall*  419 (1866)j Union Pacific Ry*

Co., 116 U*  S 402 (1366); Cramp, 239 Ü. S. 221 (1915). *
¡1



The findings of fact of theCourt of Claims are 

conclusive in the Supreme Court, the jurisdiction of the appellate 

court being limited solely to questions of law.80 81 82 The Court of 

Claims itself retains jurisdiction over its findings and can 

entertain motions from either side to amend the same, until the

‘ 8dDist. of Col. v7 Barnes> 197 U. S. 148 (1905).
Collier 173 U. S. 79 (1899)} Pugh 99 U. S. 268 (1878)

81Plumley 45 C. Cis. 185 (1310)

82United States v. foung, 94 U. S. 258 (1876) 

8543 Stat. 939 (1925), 28 B. S. C. 288 (1926).
See Louisville Bedding Co. v. United States, 269 U. S.

533 (1926).

81allowance of an appeal.

Appeals and not writs of error are allowed from 

judgments in the Court of Claims, and hence the Supreme Court can 

not review by writ of error a decision of the Court of Claims.8®

Certiorari.

Now, -under the Act of February 15, 19258g judgments 

of the Court of Claims are reviewable in the Supreme Court only 

on certiorari by that-Cc&rt, but oertiorari can not issue until 

after the Court of Claims"has rendered a judgment or decree■ 

Also, the Court Of Claims may certify questions of law, in any
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case ¡^ending before it, to the Supreme Court for instructions 

and guidance«9*

' The only judgments which the Court of Claims is

authorized to render against the Government are judgments for 

money found due from the Govemtifeit to petitioner«®®

The Court of Claims can not issuis decrees for specific 

performance nor for the deliverance of the possession of property 

recovered in kind, nor entertain a suit to obtain patents or 

establish land cleims.9®

^That Judgments and decrees of the Court of Claims may be 
assisted or reviewed by the Supreme Court, see Sec. 288 of Title 
28, U.S. C. providings

"(a). In any case in the Court of Claims, including those 
begun under eeation 2ay-.«of thia Title, that court at any time may 
certify to the Supreme Court any definite and distinct questions 
of law concerning which instructions are desired for the proper 
disposition of the cause; and thereupon the Supreme Court may 
give appropriate instructions on the questions certified and 
transmit the same to the Court of Claims for its guidance in the 
further progress of the cause«

■(b) In any case in the pourt of Claims, including th owe 
begun under Section 287, it shall be competent for the SupremeCourt, 
upon the petition of either party, whether government or claimant^ 
to require by certiorari that the cause, including the findings Of 
fact and the judgment or decree, but omitting the evidence, be 
certified to it for review end determination with the same power 
and authority, and with like effect, as if the cause had been 
brought there by appeal.

■(c) All judgments and decrees of the Court of Claims shall 
be subject to review by the Supreme Court as provided in this section, 
and not otherwise*

"United States v. Jones, 131 U. S. 1 (1889)
8§ihid., ,

See also United States v. Allre, 6 Yell« 573 (1867); McClure 
v. United States, H6 U.S. 145 (1885); Jackson, 27 C. Cis. 74 (1891)«

1. -



But it bus been held that the Court phau power 'tn / 

reform a contract»®?

M^C€gju..£aaEg£

As lias been noted,®® upon the tri«l of a- cause In

which any set-off*  counterclaim, claim for damages or any other 

demand is set*  on the part of the Government*  against any person 

making claim against the Government in the Court of Cieims*  the 

Court must hear and determine such claim and demand both for and 

against the GovernBtent and claimant. If tfca Court, upon the whois 

case, finds that the claimant Is indebted to the Government, it 

renders a judgment to that effect*  which Judgment is final*  with 

the right of appeal, however, as in other bases provided by law.

The Court iany give judgment against the claimant if

°?In Harvey v. United St&^S*  IC® 671 (1882), the Supreme 
Court reversed the Court of Claims for failing to exorcise 
jurisdiction to reform a contract, conferred upon it by special 
act^bf Congress, though it was stated that no such jurisdiction 
could exist apart from the enabling act. Il>. at 679«

Since th© Tucker Act in 1877, conferring eqvitublc power on 
the Court of Claims, its right to reform contracts haw been un
questioned. 24 STAT. 505 (1887), 28 U.S. C. 259 (1928)J United States 
v. Milliken Imprinting Co., 202 (J»S. 188 (1906), Ackerlind v. 
United States, 240 U. S. 531 (1969)j Austin Co» V. United States*  
64 Ct. Cl> 504 (1926)J i^rgienic fibre Company, 39 C. Cis. S98 (1924)i 
Chicago, Wilmington & franklin Coal Company, 59 0. Cis. 708 (19M)»

®®8ee Act of 1863, supra note 51 j and The Turker Act, supra 
note 56. Also Allen v. United States, 17 Wall*  207 (1872).j Fendall 
v. United States, 12 C. Cis. 305 (1878).
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the set-off exceeds the claim,8® but not if the petition be dismissed 

for lack of jttrisdictibn,®0 nor agqinatan assignee.®^ And it

JURISDICTIOH Of, THE COURT OF CLAIMS.

In general, the present‘jurisdiction of the Court

of Claims has been discussed, and the development and enlargment 

of that jurisdiction indicated. The principal provisions of law 

conferring jurisdiction, ph ■-the ¿Court have beieh referred to, and,
• y £ -4 »S ;t: • '• 1- •' ' % ' *>\

U^Sec* 146, Jud. Code; McElrath v. United States,,‘102 U*S.
426 (1880); Iluske v. United States, 46 C.Cla* 35 (1910). > r .

90ß. & 0. R.R. V. United States, 34 C. Cis. 484 (1899) '

^Dickson V. United States, 51 C* Cis. 399 (1896) M '

9218 Stat* L. .481

®2aBonnafon v. United States, 14 C. Cis. 484 (1878)

»#■”Sec. 145 Jhd. Coda, Among the cases involving jurisdictional 
questions under the provisions of this section of the lawaret 
Foster v. United States, 52 C. Cis. 170, (1897); Leigh, 48 C.Cis* 
374 (1908); Medklrk, 44 C. Cig. 469 (1909); Wilson, 44 C.Cls. 428 
(1909); Whitmire, 46 Ct.C. 227 (1909); Furaseli, 46 C.Cla. 809 (1911); 
Peabody, 43 C. Cis.. < (1907); Peabody, 46 C.Cle. 59 (1911); Eastern 
Ext. Ser. 48 C.Cls. 53 (1912); Denver & Rio Grande R.R., 50 C.Cla.
582 (1915); Durrant, 50 C.Cls,. 1 (1914); Castelo, 51 C.Cls. 221 (Ì916); 
Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Co., (1920); (260 Ui. 125) (1920); SS C.Cls« 
f80; Halstead, 55 C. Cis. 317 (1925); O’Weil, 56 C.Cls. 89 (1921); 
(Con’td. nextpage). *

as stated, they are found in the Judicial Code,®® a BUbstantiel ’ 

reenactment ’ of the law as it existed prior to the adoption of the

Judicial Cod«« . . ■-r.- : _■ ■’ , ’, * 92
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Ho attempt will be made to delve deeply into eyo'ry

type of jurisdictiba é^rciseà by the Court, but some presentation 

will be offered of the'more important classes of capes in which < 

.¿the.: Court- h&B: asserted its authority.,.

AS:< the ; Govèmaent ‘cait b§..sued, only in -the instances 

and under the conditions to which it has consented,^ the claimant 

must find warrant for his petition under poise of the Acts of Congress 

which enumerate the. subjects of jurisdiction in the Court,®® 

In granting consent to be sued. Congress has an absolute discretion 

to specify the capes and contingencies in which, the liability of 

the Government is submitted to the Courts for judicial determinatio n»®®

®5World Publishing Company, 57. C.CÌa,.' 1 (1921); Venezuelan Meat 
Export Company, 58 C*  Cis. 76 (1925); Deutch-AustrEllsche, &c*
59 C. Cis. 450 (1924).

Langford v. United. States, 101 U.S. 341 (1879); Wisconsin 
Central H.B. 164 U.S. 190 (1896); lìusaèl, 182 U.S*  510 (1901); 
Lynah, 188 U.S. 445, (1905); Hi jo, 194 U.S. 515 (1904); Bigby, 188
U. 8. 40© (1903); Babcock, 250 U.S. 328 (1919); Holland-American Line, 
254 U.S. UB (1920).

Waited Stag's v. Babcock, ’^SCfU.S. 328 (1918); Ill. Cent. K.H*
V. Pub. Util. Com., 245U.S«493, 504 (1918);

95See statement of. permanent jurisdiction in the Jud. Code 
1911, She. 145, 162 (Act of March, 1911, 36 Stài. L» 1Ó87-1169J 
re Court of Claims jurisdiction.

Uftchillinger, v. United States, 155 U.S*  163, 166 (1894)*  .
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Beyond the letter of such consents the Courts nay not go*  for 

the Government can only be sued on the torma granted In the Acta 

Conferring jurisdiction»®7 Congress susy .at any time withdraw fi 

C&ae, or class Of cases, from the jurisdiction of the Court of 

Claim, ©r prescribe the’ circurastancec under which < judgment My 

be rendered*® 8 But it has no power to prescribe what that judgment 

may pel33 ■f

^ScElrkl^ v7 U^ted Stctos,1 102 U.S. ' 426 '(Ì8B0) ’ ’

98De Groot V. United States, 5 Wall* 419 (1866)* 

188Klein v*. United States, 13 Ml* IfB (jggj)
fell 1059~19 > *' ■■ ■

i^Bupra. note 52 «
See also U. S. C. 28 -41 (gO) ,

> * Thè jta’isdlbtipn of tW Court is restricted as to
-■ ' '< i i: -'K' ■ ‘ \ • ' • J ' . ..<• ..

certain claims for or in respect of which the claimants have pen^iP® 

in other Courts suits against persons who at the time the causes 

of action occurred were acting, or professing toact, under the 

authority of the United States, and certain oleins growing out of 
treaties»'^ The jurisdiction of the Court is limited also to suits 

against the United States for the recovery of a .money judgment, and 

no person can be allowed to intervene as a party defendant.

To & certain extent, under the provisions of the Tucker 

Act, referred to abovip^the District Courts are now vested with 

jurisdiction over minor.claims against the Government, of the seme * 98



Sort as would be justiciable in the Court of Claim*  &> by this 

.Act they are given concurrent jurisdiction with the Court oí Cíale» 

in which the oount of tlw. cíala does not 'uXdé¿a''|lp>QÚÓ>/TJU> : .

District Courts were also 'given jurisdiction of certain suits 

(effectually against the G»3Verniu?tnt) arising under the Wilroad 

Adiainistríitioni'.under the.'Suits in AdwiPhlty'Acts>-and others*  < ■

First of nil*  In .order to invoke the jurisdiction 
of the Court ;of 'ClnW, a, legal elain^ exist.» - lagal obligatioii» 

of the United States and obllgatlbns on. which suit my be brought ; 

against it in a Court sr® not_ identical classifications» the. 

United States «creates rights;.in individuáis against dtself«*  it 1» '. 

«Under no obligation to .provide., a remedy«*̂  jurilw*  it Ms been 

held*  «the paynsnt of a debt can notbe- enforced against the: 

Gcverwaent by sultj but claims against It aré nontheleSS legal or . 

equitable on that account**105

Constitutes a '"legal' or'eq.M.tbblb«'Jdemnd'ji.aoe"r,'"r"^
Sac & Fox ladles, 120 U*S.  461 (1911) j Belláh, 89 C-Cls. 396 (1904)$ 
Mikes*  43 O.G10. W (1908)j McClsnny*.  45 C< 01»*805  (1910)$. 
Jeffót’aoíi.’Wa® ’Coacany*  48 C» Üls*  274*  (1918)$ Qll^On*  48 0. C18.‘
391 (1913)$ Macan*  48 C. Cls. ^8*  (1913)$ Lcahy, 41 G. Gis. 265 
(1906)$ Mwnee Indiana*  SS -Cs Cls. 1*  (1920)$ Montgomox^y*  49 C.C1»« •

Branueíé. J. In United States v*  Babcock. 250 U*Si  .828*  351. 
dolo). ■ * « . . ..; . .

ÍÓ8fielrs of Baeraon v. ¡-U11*  13. Pet. -409 (1839) $ see also United 
States F^Bank of Metropolis*  15 Pet. 577 (1641).
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. A min source of iitigation 4$ thp .fewt’ a£ ■Claims- ' 

arises from the provision of the Constitution th&t no '^private 

property shall fee taken for public use without Just c0apensationw*̂°®  

Of course, if there is sn agreement for compensation, there is an 

express contract, but if, without agreement, the Government take» 

possession, recognising the title of the owner and not ©Islaing
■;-K ■'

adversely, the law will presume en iaplied contracti^in settleaeirt 

for which th® Government i.S liable. However, where th© Government 

claims title to the property taken, It incurs no liability»^»

If the Government representative actedunlawfully,

the owner has a remedy against him, for he is not protected by 

his office from personal liability.^9 gu^ oae can not by suit 

against an official get in substance relief against the United ^tsiei

KHArtlcle 5, Amendmente to the Constitution*

3-Wnited States V*  Great Falls Mfg*  Co. 18. C. Cis. W (1880); „• 
US U, S. 845 (1884); United States v. Lynch, 188 U.S. 445, 484 
(1905); Morrisv. UJ 3., 50 C> Cis. 182, .(1895); Herseh v. United 
Staten, 15 C. Cis. 385 (1879)

. JO0Hill v. United sUtod, 149 «• S< 595 (189»); Tempel V.
United States, WU, Si lii^UGM)*  ' .'7

•J’Q® Lane.v. Watts, 254 U. S*  S2S (1914); Philadelphia v. Stimsoa*
.V .'223 U. S, BOB (1912) Belknap v. Schild, 161 IT. S 10 (1896)..

'■ r
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where it 18 not liable,110

114Lynah y,. United States, 188 U. S. 445 (1903); Williams v. 
United States, 104 Fed., 50 (1900); King v. United States, 58 Fed, 
9 (1893); Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co., IS Wall# 166 (1871)#.

11KSchillinger v. United States, 155 U.S. 163 (1894); Harley v. 
United Status 198 U. S. 229 (1905); Farnham y. United States, 
49 C. Cl*. 19 (1915)., 240 U. 8. 537 (1916)..

' 6oM>re2Cro3tfer y. Mrupp. 224 U. S. 290, 305 (1912) 
lid. pee, infra notes 181, 28?. ■ <

Act of June ¿5, 1910, 36 tStat. ch. 423, p. 851,

The main difficulty in the cases arising under the right of 

eminent domain seems to be in determining what constitutes a "taking0« 

A purchase from a person other than claimant is not a "taking" 
of his property;111 nor IS there liability for mere consequential 

damagesnor for occasional trespass where no intention of con

tinued use is shown«^-5 On the other hand, a permanent destruction, 

as by flooding, has been held to constitute a taking. H4

Infringement of a patent was not considered a tukingH® and 

created no liability prior to the Act of 1910«

^®0re®in y.Hitchcock, 202 U.S. 60 (1908); Lousiena v. McAdoo, 

234 U. S. 627 (1914); United States y. Daniels, 231 U.S. 218 (1915).

^^Jackson v*  United States, 27 0. Cis, 74 (1891),

112Gibson v. United States, 166 U. S> 269 (1897); Scranton v. 
Wheeler, 179 U. S. 141 (1900); Bedford v*  United States, 56 C. 
Cis. 474 (1901); 92 U. 8«. 217 (1904) ; McArthur v. United States, 
29 C. Cis*  191 (1894); Hayward v. United States, SO C. Cis«. 219 
(1895);Johnson v. United States, 31 C. Cis*  262 (1896),.

USpeabody y. United States, 46 C. Cis*  39 (1911), 231 U. S., 
530 (1913),. 114
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An unlawful interference with the constitutional 

right of a person does not give rise to an enforceable clijli».* 11?

llTBasso v. United States, 49 c/Gls.rTW'.'fiQiX)','239 U.S.

■^See the Tucker Act, supra note 52
11®Rallston and Siddons, Jurisdiction of the Court of Claims 

(2nd Ed. 1905), p. 10 ■
^•^Qsupra note BO

^■^Supra note SS

3. Claims Arising from Laws &f Congress.

Another important head of jurisdiction is that of

claims founded upon laws of Congress.11® By this provision the 

various officers and agents of the Government are enabled to 

secure a judicial determination of controverted questions of salary 

and allowances, which, Under our system of Governn^pit, «re in 

practically all cases fixed by statute. It also hits been frequently 

resorted to for the purpose of establishing a right to office or 

rank, by the bringing of an action for the pay of that office ox*

This section was one of the original ones in the
act creating the Court,1®® and although repeated in subsequent 

acts, the original provision has nbt been changed. The exception 

of pension cases, introduced in the Tucker Act,1^ was hot a limi

tation upon the jurisdiction theretofore taken, as the Court, prior

602
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to the passage of that Act, had held that the jurisdiction of 

the Department was intended by the system of pension laws to
/ ''? s' : ’-i V■'' *’ * -

be exclusive*-^  Pensions beingua gratuity, it was felt that they 

were more appropriately dealt'with by Congress and by the Executive 
50«Departments than by a court•" But so far as a pension granted 

has accrued, it is a claim founded on a law of Congress, and 

would be within the jurisdiction of the Court but for this express 

exception ,1^

By a rule of construction early adopted, the Court 

held that in giving jurisdiction over claims founded upon ’any 

law of Congress'1, it was not Intended that cognizances should 

be taken of cases arising under a W if the statue had provided 

another forum for their adjudication in a manner indicating an 

intention to make that forum exclusive. As an example are cases 

arising under the customs laws, as to which provision is made 

for a suit in the Federal Courts against the Collector.

Daily v. United States, 17 C. Cis*  144 (1891) '

123 Harrison v. United States, 20 C. Cis. 122 (1885)j 21 R.
0. L. '242 ■ .

124 The War Bisk Ins. Act. has provided for jurisdiction in 
the Diet. Cis. (Act of Sent. 2, 1914, 58 Stat. L. 711J Act of 
Oct. S, 1917, 40 Stat. L* ’410).

ft is submitted that the jurisdiction of the Court of 
Claims is not excluded by implicationi Crane, supra note 22, 
at p. 188.



Whenthere is ft pre-existingliability, as for the 

refimd bfi'lahd office fees or internal revenue taxes erroneously 

collected*  a statute providing for th® refund of such payments 

on application io an.executive officer will notexclude the con- 

current' jurlsdljctlon of. the .. Oourt'/of Claims.^25 One of the 

criteria by which the intention of Congress to sake the special 

forum exclusive is that the claim is founded on the law by which 

the particular mode of redress is provided.

, In cases where the action is for money erroneously

collected by the Government officers for taxes*  fees, and so forth*  

the application of the doctrine of pretest and voluntary payment 

have pecualiar importance, and many decision« are found defining 

the rules and their various limitations*  Generally speaking, it 

may be said that no right exists to sue for money erroneously 

collected and paid without protest, Unless under circumstances of 

coercion, to secure the release of person or property fro« 

detention, or to prevent an immediate seizure*1®*

Jurisdiction may- be based on a law of Congress, where • 

a statute creates an obligationto pay money to claimant, as a 

statute requiring return of excess payments forpublic lands^2^

. ' 128 -or excess taxes. Specific performance, as stated, of an

^Medbury v. United States, 178 U.S*  492 (1899); Christie v. 
UnitedStates, 126 Fed. Rep. 991 (1303).

126 UnitedStates V. Idmonston, 181 U.S. SO0 (1901)j United States 
v. Wilson, 168 U.S. 273 (1997h

United States v, I*hugKLin,  249 U.S*  440 (1919).
United States v> 257 S* 28 (1916).



obligation to do sow net other than parent of money can not be 

obtained in this Gourt.~29 Th® Act provldoa for,th® enforcementcf 

claims , ref or 3 to amounts in controversy, end to bu®b due by 

judgmentb, leading to the conclusion that Congress intended the 

Court to do nothing other then decree payment of money«

4. Claims Arising from Debtorstothe United States.

Claims of debtors to the United States have already 

been alluded to in discussing th® Tucker Act.15® Under this Act, it 

has been held* 151 that there can be no affirmative judgment in favor 

of a plaintiff, us its-purpose is to secure a spesar and final settle*  

ment of the Government1 a deatind against plaintiff*

12*Supra note 86 - ' " ' ' ' ’ .
15®Sec. 180, jud* Cods, d substantial reenactment of Bee* 5 of 

the Tucker Act, supra note 52*
1S1Gcrding, 26 C. Cis. 319 (1891); 28 C. Cis. 551 (1895).

182Filor vi United Statee, 9 Wall* 45 (1869); Whiteside v. United 
States, 93 U.S. 247 (1876)J Camp v* United States, 113 U.S. 648 (1885)» 
Haslett v. United States, 115 U.S. 291 (1885); Cartas v* United States, 
48 C. Cis. 161 (1915), 250 U.S. 545 (1919)*

5. Claims-Arising from Contraete with theCovemmcnt.

As ^o Ccnitr^cts, ^.-.thè Uditèd States, like a corporation, 

has capacity to ent&r'lnto contracts:ih the exercise of its consti

tutional powers, and like a corporation, It acts through representatives*  

But unlike a corporation, the representative of the Government can 
bind in express contracts only to the extent of his actual authority.152■
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Congress has distributed the power to contract 

throughout the various departments, and prescribed the method of 

its exercise.1^3 important features of the exercise of this power 

are that contracts for purchase and construction in normal times 

must be made after advertisement and bids, and that contracts must 

be in writing, signed by both parties and duly filed*-*-® 4 the require

ment that the contract be duly executed by the Government and by 

the contractor effects the remedy against the Government, not the 
substantive validity or remedy against the contractor. ^®® The statute 

does not effect tlx*  verbal extension of a contract,^®® nor reformation 

of mistake.-*-®^

There is no application of doctrines of apparent 

authority and estoppel here. One dealing with the Government repre

sentative is charged with knowledge of the particular statutes and 

regulations creating his authority and prescribing the manner of its 

exercise»-*-®®

-*-® 8Dugan v. United States, ' 5-Wheat,172 .(1818)1 United States 
v. Tingey, 6 Pet. Ufi (1831)j United States v. Bradley, 10Petÿ 343 
(18|6); United States v. Lane, 5 McLean 365 (1844); Dikes v. Miller, 
«5 Tex. 281 (18Ó0). .

Stat. »744; 12 Stat» L, 411.
'Clark v. United States, 95 U.S*  539 (1877)$ St*  Louis H&y & 

Grain Co*  v. United States, 191 V*S.  159 (1905)$ Onlted States v. 
Andrews,. 207 UtS*  *229  (19Q7)$ United States v.S*S.  Co. 239 U.3.38 (1915).

15®Salomon v. United States, 19 Wall. 17 (1873)»
^Àôkerlînd v. United States, 240 U.S*  531 (1916).

» 3®®CurtJ.? v. United States*  2C.C18. 144 (1866)$ Strong v*  United 
States, 6 C.Cls. 135 (1870)j Thompson v. United States, 9 C.Cls» 187 
(187*)$  Sprague v*  United,States,'37 C.Cls. 447 (1902)$ Smoot v. ■ 'i
United States, 38 Cr. Cis. 41« (1905)
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Further consideration of claims arising out of contracts 

will be presented in connection with the emergency legislation enacted 

during the World War period.^59

■Implied contracts", unlike express agreements, are 

difficult to define. They do not include all classes of contracts 

implied by law as between private persons, and yet the term is 

somewhat broader than contract implied in fact - a real consensual 

agreement not expressed in words. As here used, it is restricted 

to cases in which the Government has received some consideration as 

a result of a consensual transaction or has taken property under 

circumstances from which it may be inferred that it intends to 

pay compensation therefor, or has received some money charged with 

4 duty to repaid it, as when money is taken by mistake.-*- 4®

If the United States by its lawfully' authorized re

presentative wakes a promise under circumstances whichwould, in 

the case of a business corporation, constitute a contract, there is 

no reason why the agreement should not be called a contract by the 

United States*  Regardless of direct enforceability against the 

State by judicial process, Federal and State bonds have been treated 

as property*  and aS negotiable instruments by the Courts.-*- 4^ And by 

drawing a draft, the United States had been held to assume the usual

^®®See infra note 189.
^^Crane, supra note 22, at p. 175.

See also Knots v. United States, 95 U.S. 149 (1877). 
i^Bonaparte v. Appeal Tax Court of Baltimore. 104 U.S. 582 (1881);

Plummer v< Coler, 178 if. S. 115 (1900).
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obligations of a party to a negotiable instrument.142

The appropriation by the Government of private property, 
sa has been suggested,^® gives rise to many claims. Such a taking is 

considered a legal transaction. Even where thereis no actual agree

ment as to compensation, in view ofthe constitutional requirement, 

it is a fair inference as a matter of fact that the Government intends 

to assume a contractual obligation when it takes what it recognises 

to be private property. In such Oases, the Courts have found an 

»implied contract*.

Perhaps the most frequent cases of implied contract, 

other than those arising under the right of eminent domain, are 

cases of partial or Coaplete performance by claimant of what was 

Intended to be an express contract but which, as such, is unenforceable, 

say because of informaillty of execution. The contractor in these 

cases «ay recover tbi fair value of Services or mterials -furnished»^ 

And if the Government rescinds ng express contract, for fraud after 

partial performance, the contractor may recover under implied contract.145 

It would seem that the same right should exist if by fraud or mis- 

representation of a Government represantatlvd; a contractor is induced 

to give value under an express contract. The United States has been

“ -^United States v. The Bank of Metropoils^ IS Pet« 577 (1841). 

^®See supra note 106.
, ^Salomon V. United States, 19 Wall. 17 (1878); United States 

v. Gill, 20 Wall*  517 (1874)? Clark V. United States, 95 W. Si 589 
(1877); Grant v. United States, 5C. Cis. 71 (1869); Adams V. United 
States, 7 C. Cis. 437 (1871); Wilson v. United States, 25 C. Cis« 77 
(1888).

14* Crocker v. United States, 240 U,8. 74, (1916).



held in contract for extrd expense incurred by contractors- bsc&uBe 

of natural conditions not being as represented,-^4® ao that fraud in 

the case of a legal transaction should give the remedy of rescission 

as between private persons«.

Implied contracts, then, result from dealings with

Government representatives only where they have authority ds

representatives to enter into such relations in behalf of thé 

United States.^47

6. Claims Arising from Statutes» Torts«

As to claims arising from statutes expressly creating '

liability, the United States may assume a liability not based on 

a legal transaction and to which it was not previously legally bound; 

as¿ for example, it may grant" a pension, essentially a gratuity, 

in the legal sense. Or it ïnây create for Itself ah obligation to 

make compensation for a tort of its servants, something for which 

It is not inherently Habile, as in the cáse of collision between h 

warship and private vessel; - or infringement of a. patent, so 

that the holder of a patent 1# protected against infringement by a 

servant of the Government«^49

V 
V

- ^United States y. Stage Co. 199 U.S. 414 (1905); Hollerbach v.. . 
United States, 253 U.S. 165.(1914); Christie v. United States, 257 
U.S. 234 (1915); Atlantic Dreding Co. v. United States, 35 C. Cis. 
465 (1900); Atlantic Dreding Co. v. United States, S3 C.Cls. 490 (1918)¿

* 147Hooe v..'United States, 43,G.Cls. 245 (1908), 218.U.S. 522 (1910)v,.
■“ - e' . ’ -k • * « ■i.,* " t'iPt' „• _ \14837 Stat. L. 1285; 19 Stat. L. 89.

See The Hésperos, 252 Fed. . 858 (1918);, Boyers Sons v. United , 
States, .195 Fed«490 (1912) ; ’¡Admiralty Claims sg&inst the Goverru^ent”, i,

? * Réy.-46?f. ’ V.
" i^uprn<note#^lSy..ll6,.^v.;.%i C- 3 A

Also; see Gramo i Sons; v. International Co. 246 U.S. 28 (1918.).« ’4'



A conspicuous groupcfclaims which might be made against 

a private corporation but which can not be made against the United 

States» save »hero expressly assumed by statute» are torts of. a 

representative. The United States has assumed liabilityin several 

matters of a toxUous nature, as in patent infringement cases, 
and the Workmen’s Compensation Act for the protection of federal 

employees.-^1 Persons injured by Government operation of the railroads

were given the same remedy as before.152 Vessels of the Shipping 

Board leased rr chartered to private operators end used as merchant 

ships may be libeled in event of liability incurred in opérâtion*  

jùdt as my privately-owned vesSelo.l5® Congress has even directed 

the War and U§,yy Departisonts to adjudicate claims for property 

damages done by training operations including use of airships j ^34 

and to compensate for damages done by the expdditionçry forced in 

allied countries in accordance with the law of those countries»** ’5®

X80Ibid. ’

151Sec. 8952, 9. 3. Comp. Stat. 1916.

^Act of Sarah 21, 1918, 40 Stat. L. 456, #10.
See Dahn v. McAdoo, 256 Fed. 549 (1910)

Stat. L. 529, #9
Séé The I«ake Uonroe, 250 ff*  S*  246 (1919)} Thé'Florence 

H, 248 Fed*  1012 t(1918).a
^®*Act  of Jilly 11> 1919,' chap*  8» 9, 41*  Stat. 104, 109.

IS^Act Of April 18» 1918, 40 Stat.' U 552. . - '
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^Damages, I^quldàt^ unliquidntt^in casca not 

sounding in tort”, was the clause added by the tucker AetlSU in its 

onlargement of the Courtis jurisdiction» , the qualification "not 

sounding in. tort" applies to this clause only and does not prevent 

Jurisdiction of a claim based on a statute arising out of tort.^®^ 

And th© reference to equity does not confer general equity jurisdiction» 

ft does not authorise the Court to decree specific performance, 

as stated,^®® nor to sot aside a conveyance,^®® nor to cancel a 

judgment lien.^®® Judgments are still only for a sum of money.

However, in enforcing a contract, the Court may reform it.161«

Under tills clause, admiralty jurisdiction of the 

Federal Courts may be invoked where a substantive right to payment 

of money exists. In this connection, there has been an instance

^^Supre note 52, section 1. '.|J "■ * 1 * * * * * * ■ri' . ...

15¥United States y. Lynch, 186 U.I3* 445, 475 (1903); Christie. 
Street Com. Co*, y. United States, 136 Fed. 326 (1905); Walton v. 
United States, 24 C. Cis. 372 (1889).

1®8Supranote 86«
United States v. Jones, 131 U. S. 1 (1889). 

!®®Unlted States v. Holmes,78 Fed. 513 (1897).

l^So. Boston Iron Works v. United States, 34 C.Cls. 174 . v
(1899); Milliken Imprinting Co. v. United States, 40 C * Cis. 81 (1904), U1- ‘ 
202 U.S. 168 (1906)

161Supra note 87
See also Aetna Cons. Co*, v* United States, 46 C. Cis* 81

(1904).

i
’1
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of daa&gea recovered, as not sounding in tort nor in contract*  

in a case of salvage of goods on which duty had been paidwhich 

would have been refunded had dleiaant not saved the goods iron 

destruction?*"**'  other salvage cases have been treated as one of 

contract

xolUnited States v. Cornell, S^S. Co., 137 Fed. 46$ (1905),
202 U.S. 184 (1906) ■
' * ' < *• \ ‘ 11 s’” ■ ■? ’ ■ '/

1 IWnited States vi'«organ*  99 J?ed. 570 (1900), 180 U. Sw
658 (1900). • ■■ >
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V . . ■ ' ■ . .

CASES IN THE COURT OF CLAIMS.?

One of the most important classes of cases considered 

by the Court of Claims, that entitled*Congreasional  Reference" 

cases, indicates that the Original'purpose of the Court, that it 

aid Congress in the Investigation of claims submitted to it, has 

been retained. More detailed discussion of such jurisdiction will 
follow later.^8^

The Court was given jurisdiction under the provisions 

of the Act of March 12, 1865.and acta amendatory thereof, in the 

so-called "Cotton Cases", to hear and determine claims of those 

whose property was taken subsequent to June 1, 1865. In these cases, 

the property had been sold and the net proceeds thereof placed in 

the United States Treasury; full jurisdiction to adjudge said 

claims was given the Court, and Statutes of Limitations to th*  

contrary notwithstanding.

Indian Depredation Claims*

Jurisdiction over Indians and their tribal lands

belongs to Congress and can not be exercised by the Courts, in

the absence of legislation conferring such rights aS are Subject to 

judicial cognizance»* 66 And the jurisdiction of the Court does

'Idlgec',1'151^'juii, 1 . ::~"r. ‘ v;
See infra p. 66 and following.

166Sec. 162, Jud. Code.
(Cont’d on following page,)
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16? not extend to dl^Laui growing out of treaties with the Indians.

But the Cpurt of Cillas does have excluflive jurisdiction over all 

depredations by Indians not c®ly Upon th® property of white settlers 

in Indian sections, but for depredations by one tribe upon another« 

Since they are the wards f the United Statdaj the Governiaent assumes 

responsibility of their unlawful acts, that is, when the tribes 

are in amity - not upon the war path. The United States, as their 

guardian, is responsible for theii*  maraudings, end suits are brought 

in the Court to recover the value of th© property stolen or destroyed 

by them in their pillaging mid plundering expeditions*  If the 

tribe to which those miscreant members belong is a peaceful one, *• 

the Government of the United States, as guardian of the Indians as 

a class, must pay the damages thus inflicted« And the same is true *
■ ' ., ' " .>5»

In the Cases of renegades or Irresponsible bands of one tribe 

trespassing upon and destroying the property of peaceful members of 

other Indian tribes, in the same manner that they raid upon the 
white citizens, th® Government must pay for their losses also.^®® 

idb ¿iso gee bincoin','""49 c". Cis. 500 (1914)j Lincoln. 50"C? CIS»''70. ■
(1915)f O’Pry, 51 C. 01s. Ill (1916), 249 U.S«-325 (1918)> itasch, 
52 C. Cis« 154 (1917)j Balk®r, 54 C. 01s. 4ft (1919)/ Gallins, 56 
G. Cis. 41 (1921).

■L66S188ot<>n & Wahpeton Indiana, 277 0.8. 424 (1928)«
,V .•*  ; A67 Sec. 153, Jud, Code. .

See Pawnee Indians, 50 G, Qis. (1920),

I®8 Atkinson, supra note 51, at pp. 255-256
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Another major clàsa of cases is "PepartMental

References*,  whichcom® to ths;Courtby reference frba the various
T69Executive Department, These claims are generally known aS

j ^claSs cases’', whidh ..invqïve .constructions of tbe’'Mws of Congressi 

in a great percentage of cases they. Relate to the Army end' the Navy» 

they Involve claims transmitted by the Department heads...for,examination 

and report of findings of fact and law,^7^ controverted-*- 7^ questions 

which may, with mor® justice to the claimant and to the Govemaent, 

be tried in a Court of law»

It has been held that reference to the Court by

heads of departments under Section 145 of the Judlciel Code must 

be fox*  the guidance add action of the depertmonts and therefore 

binding upon the lattfer, and not merely for an advisory opiniou»^7^ 

If.the claimant consent to the transmission,or if it appear to the 

Court that the claim transmitted is one of which the,Court has 

jurisdiction under existing laws, th® law is that it shell proceed 

to render judgment if the claim is not.barfed,* 7&

-*- b^Sec. 148, Jud. Code» ” ' !.i;
17O0nlted States vvMrïork, 160 U.S, 598 (1895), 26C. Cis.

467 (1891) j Balmer v. United Statoa, 26 C, Cis. 82 (1890) j in re 
bright, 60 C. Cis. 19 (19^4); ' ■

171Hayes, 44. 0,'• C1S» .^93 (1909),

172White Earth Roll, 50 G. Gis. 19 (1914)j Berger, 56 0» Cis, 
245 (1901).

178 Blaaek, 44 0. 01a. 108 (1909).
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In claims transmitted to the Court by the heads of 

departments, -*$hecourt  esn |to^uire no Jurisdiction by vlrtus of 

the reference unless the transmitting fJepartment had Jurisdiction 

of the subject matter thereof. Thia, then, is a part of the 

auxiliary Jurisdiction of the Court, which renders no judgment 

unless the case is one which, when rsf^rred, might have been pre

sented by the voluntary petition of the claimantJ it merely 

ascertains by judicial means the facts of the case and report» 

its décision for the information of the Department from which the 

cbLn was transmitted.

There is no appeal to the Supreme Court in these 

cases,^7®

The Section of the Code^7® contemplate the reference 

by the head of & Department of a matter in which there is a claimant, 

and tb which the United States is a defendant, end in which there 
is a money demand,^-77

In dealing with this section, it is well to note 

that the regulations issued fey the hand of a Department under

-^Secor, 54 C. Cis. 92 (1919)j Cantus, 43 C*  Clé*  589 (1908) 

i75In Re Sanbm, 148 U, 8. £22 (1895), 

^7®Sections 148, 149, Jud. Code»

*77In re proposed references, 55 C*  Çls» 370 (1918)j see 
also United States, v. New York, 160 U . Si 598 (1895), supra note 
59, 



authority vested in Ilia by Congress and acquiesced in by Congress 

hsv< the force of law*  They are important as limiting the 
obligation to which the Government la committed by implied contract^-7® 

and as against the contractor when acted upon by him, constituting 

terms of an express contract*̂ 8®

SsXasaOaaiia

Cases under the right of Eminent Domain have alreiedy

beendiscussed, indicating the number of claims brought under the 

authority of th© Fifth Araendraent for damages caused by public im- 

pi'ovem&nts, which are likened to condemnation proceedings in which 

compensation is claimed under the provision that- "private property 

shall not be taken for public use without just compensationF

The United States Supreme Court has carefully pointed 

out that "the right ©f eminent domain, that is, the right to tajee 

private property for public use, appertains to every independent 

government. Itr requires ho penatitutional recognition? it la an

i7®Harvey vi 'United Stiítes,/5' C*'-Sis*' -38.’(1897); Maddux v. " ‘ 
United States, 20 C*  Cis*  193 (1885)*

i70Arthur v. United States. 16 C. Cis. (1800)JÍ., H. H. 
& H. a.R*  V. United States, 251 U.- S. 123 (1919)*

18ößulf Transit Co*  v*  United States, 4S C. Cis, 183 (1908).

■j^Supra notes 106-114 and 143*
See also, United States v. Greet Falls Mfg*  Co*,  112 U.S*  

645(1884); Pumpelly V*  Green Bay Co*,  13 Wall. 166 X1871)j Lynah 
V*  United States, 108 U. S* ^45 (1905)j Transportation Co*  v. Chicago, 
99 U.S. 635 (1878)I Gibson, 166 U.S. 269 (1897); Bedford 192 U.S*  
217 (1904); Welch,217 U.S*  333 (1910); Grizaard, 219 U.S. 180 (1911)j 
Cress-Kelly, 243 U.S. 316 (1917); Tempel, 248 U.S*  121 (1918); Heyward, 
52 O.Cls. 87 (1917); 250 U.S. 653 (1919); Sangúinetti, 86 C.Cls*  107 
(1920), 264 U.S*  148 (1924).



attribute of sovereignty. When the use is public, ths necessity 

of expediency of appropriating any particular property is not a 

subject of judicial cognizance. But notwithatending the right is 

one that appertains to sovereignty, when the sovereign power attaché^, 

conditions to its exorcise, the inquiry whet hr the conditions 
have been observed is a proper matter for judicial cognisance. ^82

Migslsaifwi River Improvements.

The increase in cases in the Court of Claims may be
-4

•accounted for, 4n part, byof cases growing out of the 
improvements4 of the Mississippi Mv$r.’L®$ This work, under the

’*■  . -ij
general direction of the Secretory of War end in accordance with the 

specifications and recommendations of the Mississippi Hivex1 Com

mission, furnishes a line of moat important and interesting litigation, 

by reason f the alleged destruction and taking of property in the 

prosecution of such work. C®rMn .questions which do not arise in

Go. V. Patterson, 98 U.S. 405 (1878). ~
"The power to take private property for public use, generally 

termed the right of eminent domain, belongs to every independent 
government. It la an incident of sovereignty, «nd requires no. con
siderable recognition. The provision found in the Fifth /imendinent 
to the Federal Constitution, for just compenseition for the property 
taken, is merely a limitation Upon the use of the power. It is no 
part of the power itself, but a condition Upon which the power may 
be exercised" - United States v. Jones, 109 U.S. 518 (1883).

■^^Atkinaon, supra note 31, at pp*  232-233.



the improvement of other rivers^-84 are presented in the Mississippi, 

River Qlaims, namely, whether thé Government has assumed permanent 

control of the river; whether the taking of the lend along and 

adiacsit t® the river in the State of Louisiana for th® purpose of 

constructing and on which to construct levees is done Under the 

power of eminent domain.

Patent jurisdiction.

By the Tucker Act,-^5 jurisdiction was given the

Court of Claims in patent cases, where the claim was made oh an 

alleged contract, express or implied, relating to the use of e,

*̂Such  as were presented la the case of United States v. Lynah, 
188 U,S. 445 (1903). /'

The Government contenda, among other defenses, that when 
Spain and France controlled the Mississippi Valley all elluviel 
and batture land Wes owned hy those nations; that when this territory 
was transferred to the United States by the French Government such 
alluvial and batture land became vested in the Federal Government 
for*  the purpose of building levees, had in turn became vested in 
the State of Louisiana upon its adoiBBion into the Union, and 
therefore that «kid alluvial and battur® land was never owned in 
fee by thé riparian owner; that .nttacl^d to stjid lands there has 
been and is a servitude or easement of constructing or on which to 
construct levees. And that such servitude was transferred to the 
Federal Government by the terms of Art. 215 of the Constitution of 
1879 of the St-te of Louisiana and therefore the riparian owner is 
without right of recovery.

185Supra note 52.
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patented Invention*  Th» Act of.June 25. jgicft8* authorised the 

Court to hefir and determine claims based upon the lnfringesmt of 

patented inventions, where there was no license or authorisation 

by the patentee, and the Act covered cases where the Government, 

without obtaining any right from the inventor, proceeded, to usé 

his invention*

Iter Emergency Legislation

A number of claims have arisen through recent years 

by the War Emergency Legislation. From June 13, 1916 to November 

31, 1918, Gongresa enacted a number of laws in which certain 

powers were delegated to th© President or other official to take, 

requisition or commandeer property foi*  Government use, and provided 

for the fixing of ’•just compensation’’ to be paid the ownersj 

that where the amount being fixed was unsatisfactory to the person 

entitled to receive the s&zub, "he shall be paid, 75^ thereof and 

be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further stai
■ it .

aS added to said 75$ shall make upjustcompensation’’, such suits

Id^úpríLínbte 116}- siHé'^lSo" supra' notes 115, 149. ' ' " ''
See also th© Aot of Julÿ 1, 1918 (40 Stat*  705), amending the

Act of June 25, 1910J and, the Act of Oct*,  6, 1917 (40 Stet*  
394, 411)•

For cases, see Famham, S6 Ü. Cis*  290 (1921) j Foley 56 
C. Cis*  303 (1921)} Waite 57 C. Cis. 546 (1922)j Richmond Screw 
Anétíor Co*,  58 CwClS. 4?3 (19?8) j Stila 59 C. Cis*  21 (1923)} 
Turner Co*,  59 C. -Cls. 635, (1924)| ¿léctríc BoáOo., 57 C. Cis*  
497 (1922), 263 V. 8 621 (1924).
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to be in the Court of Claims where the emount in controversy 

exceeded $10,000, and where the amount was less than that sum to 

be in either the Court of Claims or the District Courts.

These statutes have resulted in tremendously increasing

the business of the Court of Claims; they can only be cited here, 

together with some references to decided casesdefinlng this new 

and extended jurisdiction of the'Court.

By the National Defense Act of June 5f -W»188 

for example, the President, in time of war and when war "is 

imminent", was empowered to place orders for war material s; com

pliance therewith, was obligatory, to take precedence over other 

orders. ’

Among the other more important acts7some expressly

„ 1- ‘’provided' tliat claims-.b© fef©¿red |o‘ths Court of Claims for'-'1 

adjudication, if the Department concerned could not effect amicable 

settlement. Other acts did not refer to the Coi|t^but clearly •

^Stull, supra note 75, at p. 20 \ . .. .■

188Sec. 120, 59 Stat. 213
See also American Smelting & Refining Co., 55 C. Cis. 466

(1920), 259 U.S. 75 (1922)j VpgelBtein ft Co., 56 C. Cis. 362 (1921)J 
Dusenberg Motors Co*,  56 C. Cis. 96 (1921).

18®The Act of August 29, 1916 (59 Stat. 619, 645) authorized 
the President, in time of war, through the Secretary of War, to take 
possession and assume Control of any system; of transjortatlon, or any 
part thereof. See World Publishing Co. 57: C. Cis. 1 (1921); Bay 
State Fishing.Co*  57 C. Cis. 64 (1922); Duckett & Co., 58 C. Cis. . J
234, 403 (192W*

The Act of March 4, 1917 (89 Stat. 1193) making appropriations > 

(Cont’d on next page)
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^^for the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, 
authorised the President to place orders for ships or war materials*  
modify or cancel contracts re building production or purchase of 
ships or war materials &c. with compensation fixed therefor®.
See 57 C. CIS'. 28 Meyer Scale & Hardw&fe Co», (1922); Parise'S? Ç» 
Cis. 529 (1922).

Act of June 15, 1917 (40 Stat. 182) authpi’iZed President to 
acquire ships, plants, &c» .

Ths Act of August 10, 1917, known as the Lever Act (40 Stat.
, 276^.279,>282), duthoriaed Président to réquisition factories, 
aines, be.

The Act of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat*  345, 552) authorised 
President to, take over land for testing ordnance material or foi

' usé in constructing additiôdal.bdati|: &c.
. the Act of October £^l$Îi|, (|i0 Stàt*  42Ô) Commissioner of
Patents to withhold patent in publié interest; inventor to recover 
royalty if device used by Government*

. , The Act of March 1, 1918, (40 Stat*  438, ch. 19.,) authorized 
Shipping Board to acquire .land,' housed buildings for use of» 
employees in shipyards/ ■; J ' ¿’ '

The Act of March .21, 1918 (4Ô Stat. 451) authorized President 
to take over transportation systems*' ’

The Act of April 22, 1918, (40 Stat. 535) authorized President 
to fcke over street railways for transportation of shipyard workers.

The Act of April 26, 1918, (40 Stat. 537) authorized Secretary 
of Navy to take over land for purpose of ordnance proving grounds.

The Act of May 16, 1918, (40 Stat. 55o) authorized President 
to acquire land and buildings for housing of workers in war in*  
dustrles*

The Act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 720, 738) provided.for 
placing of orders for ships or war material.

The Act of. July 8, 1918 (40 Stat. 826) provided for réquisition 
of the use or possession of any building &c. in Districtcf Columbia 
for War Department purposes.

The Joint Hésolution of July 16,1918, (40 Stat. 904) 
authorized President tb take over telegraphs, telephones, and

The Act of July 18, 1918 (40 Stat. 918, 915) authorized President 
to réquisition use or services of vessels and docks and shipping 
JTmc jLXXlzifê 3 •

The Act of October 5, 1918, (40 Stat. 1009) authorized 
President to take over mines, smelters, minerals, &c*

The Act of November 21, 1918 (40 Stat. 1048) authorized 
Secretary of Agriculture to requisition and take possession of 
buildings, &c*  in District of Columbia for official purposes of De*  
partaient of Agriculture.

The Act of November 4, 1919 (40 Stat. 1022) amended emergency 
shipping fund provision of The Act of June 15, 1917 (40 Stat. 182).
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provided for the creation of cleimg’over Which it would have jurts-*  

dictlon.^9^

' . Owing to the haste necessary in the placing of war

orders, the Armistice found many manufacturers who had made commit- 

rierits and bommenpedlperforBahce of so-called "informal contracts"*  

who were, left high and dry by cancellations without the technical 

? * ' < 'right ttf, hold ttie/GoveSnm^t^br h breach and without even the benefit
4 ;■ .'¡e ■' . •' t \ A ,4;. '//'**■*  .

of the.vadjustmenis provided for ty the'Cancellation clauses in

formal contracts. For their relief, Congress passed The Act of
191 /

March 2, 1919. commonly known as the "Dent Aet^" authorizing the 

Secretory of War to %djust, pay and discharge any agreement, express 

or implied, entered into prior to November 12, 1918" where "such 

agreement has not been executed in manner prescribed by law". 

This settlement was to be "upon a fair and equitable basis", 

but no award was. to dafc^^e "prospective or possible profits on uy-

- - '■ *

The"Act' 'of Wljr' 'l^^W^'^ch. 8, 0, 41 Stat. 104) authorizing 
War & Navy Departments to pay claims for damage to property incident 
to training operations# ,

See as to exclusiveness of departmental remedy, McLean v.
United States, 226 U#S. 374 (1912)j Mitchell v. United States, 21 
Wall. 350 (1874)J Pursell v. United States, 46 Ct. Cl. 509 (1911)i
United States v. Babcock, 250 U.S. 328 (1919).

, The Act of Auguat 25, 1910 (41 Stat. 281) for relief of 
contractors arid sub-contractors under prewar contracts with 
Government who have been hampered by increased costs find priority 
rulingsj claims to be submitted to Secretary of Treasury.

19140 Stet. 1272.
See also American Smelting & Refining Co#, 55 C. 010«.486 (1920)|

259 U.S. 75 (1922)j B. & 0*  R# H. 55 C. Cis# 377, (1921), 261 U.S*
365 (1923)J Omnia Commercial Co.56 G. Cis. 392(1921), 261 U.S.
502 (1925)J Br & 0. R. JU 57 0. Cis. 140 (1022)*  261 U,S. 592 (1925)*  



part of the contract beyond the goods and supplies delivered to 

and accepted by the United States and a reasonable remuneration 

for expenditures and obligations or liabilities necessarily in

curred in performing or preparing to perform said contract or 

order*.  There was a grant of jurisdiction to the Court of Claims 

to find and award just compensation in the event that claimants 

•shall not be willing to accept the adjustment, payment or compen

sation offered by the Secretary of War'.1

The War Department, through the Board of Contract 

Adjustment, has ruled-^that this statute is applicable to agree

ments; express r implied, between the Government and a contractor 

containing these three essentials, first, entered into for a pur

pose connected with the prosecution of the WarJ second, performed 

in whole or in part, or expenditures made or obligations incurred 

upon the faith thereof prior to November 12, 1913 j and third, not 

executed in the manner prescribed by law.

^^Declsions, Board of Contract Adjustment, p. 46. ■ ' ''
See"Motes on Jurisdiction of the Secretary of War", Govt. 

Print. Off», Jan., 1, 1920.
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Under what is termed its specie! auxiliary jurisdiction, 

the Court of Claims has been givenauthprity, by,..special acts of 

i Congress I to inveftigate¿and «report. the facts and law in particular
’ -, - •

cases, which acts are of a special find temporary nature and have betel 

alluded to in Congressional Reference cases.-*-®®  .

ân important group of this class is the French 

Spoliation Cases, originating froai capture by privateers, com

missioned by the French Government' to capture on the high seas 

neutral vessels suspected of carrying: contraband of war, of Vessels 

and cargoes of private citizens of the United States. These claims• 

were settled with France by tho Treaty of September 30, iBOl-*-®^  

and covered such illegal captures, detentions, seizures, cóndemnationu 

gnd confifiCatioas prior to that date. The liability of the United 

States for theae claims arose from the fact that although they 

were valid diplomatie claims of various individuals against France, 

cur Govei’nment x,©leased France from all liability ih considération, 

of the release by France of claims for certain national delinquencies 

on the part of the United States in t he perform®nce of its treaty 

obligations*-*-®®

■ ^®®infrc and' foilowingV ;''w'\-1"1-y - 1 , ■ :

ia48 Stat*  178

196 *The  spoliation claims as a class were valid obligations 
from France to the United States; our Government surrendered thtei 
to France for n valuable consideration benefiting th© Hàtiçn, and 
this us© of the claims raised an obligation founded upon right*  — 
48 C. Cis. 214, 224(1911),



Thus private property was taken for public use, but

the United States took no imaediate steps to pay such claims.

They remained- pending in thé State Department and before Congress 

until almost eighty-five years later when the Act of January 20 f1885.-^6 

The French Spoliation Act, was passed, conferring jurisdiction 

on the Court of Claims to ’‘examineand determine the validity and 

amount of all the claims * * * * together with their present owner

ship* . The Act required the presentation, within two years from 

its passage, of <1 claims to the Court. Nearly 6,000 were filed,, 

involving what w$a supposed to be about <30,000,000« The liability 

of the United States W$s declared in an able and comprehensive 
opinion rendered in the case of Gray v. United States,197follawàd 

by a large number of decisions. The Court has disposed of all 

the cases - the Government succeeding in about seventy-five per cent 

rot them- and-eertif lqd .them, soaw for. payment, to Congress. The

Act, while authorizing, "the ^ohrt-tfr' phps. upon the legal questions 

involved, did not permit tho Court to render judgment, it being 

required simply to report the facts and conclusions of law to Congress, 

Congress has made four appropriations, totalling

13,910.860.61; there are yet before Congress a number Unpaid, amount

ing to approximately <8,250,000, and for the payment of which a bill 

is now pending before the Senate Comlttee on Claims.^99

’ 1Se25 Stat. 823 ~~ ' '.. ‘ -;'v' \. ’ ’ ' ■' '

19721 C. Cis. 340 (1886)..

9X8, 74th Congress, 1st Seas, introduced by Senator Walsh
of Massachusetts«
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Under the Spoliation Act, the Court had to deal with 

international law, admiralty law and treaty rightci respecting the 

relation of the United States, a neutral, with France, a belligerent, 

for such captures and condemnations, considering the validity of 

such captures under the rules of international law and treaties*  

the measure of damages, and so forth. In deciding such cases, the 

Court then sat as aninternational tribunal todetermine the diplomatic 

righto of France as well as those of the United States ~ another, 

example of the. wide scope and jurisdiction of th© Court of Clains.



CONGRESSIONAL REPëREHCE WES. IK TM COW 0> CLAIMS

Ae lias been stated, the original purpose of the Court 

Of Cíalas - that it aid Congress in investigating clnlais /submitted 

to it - has been retained*  and either House of Congress my refer 

a; pending bill forln/estigation and report» While in conducting 

Investigations, Congressional committees .nr*  frequently given 

authority to require attendance: of witnesses «nd proceed to Obtain 

evidence by legal methods, they liavé neither -time 'nor authority to 

so proceed in the examination of private claims» Therefor©, pro

vision' was' made for the*  reference*  of claims wherein Questions bf 4 

fact must be proved to ths Court of Claims bofoi’e whom the case is * 

proceeded with as an original suit, and testimony is taken accord

ing to the common law rules of evidence.When the Court decide» 

th® case, it makes a finding of facts upon which the claim is 

based, and certifies thèse facts to Congress. Ho judgment is 

enteredj no conclusion of law is made, excepting such statements of 

the law as may be made in cases wherein the Court believes them 

necessary to the proper Understanding of the facts reported. 

Hone of theevldence or other papers in the case is returned to 

Congress.

*'"KOn Rules of Evidence, see Chester» s OUners, 19 C. Cis. 681 
(1884)j Smith 19 C. Cis*  69Ó (1884)J Brannen. 20 C*  Cis. 219 (188S)j 
State v£ West Virginia 57 C*  Cis. 201 (1902).
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Statutory Authority» General Jurisdiction »

There are two statutes under which such claims are 

referred by resolution of either House of Congress,2®^ to the Court 

of Claims.

200See Sec. 151, Jud. Code. . ~ C ' J/ " -

2^Supra note 41.

202Supra hote 52. :

(1)-By SeCtionlof the Bowman Act,any claim or 
matter pending before either House of.Congress or ariy 
of the Committees may, by resolution of the House or 
Committee, be referred to the Court for findings of the 
facts. ■ ’ ' •

( 2)-J3y Section .14 of the Tucker Act,200 * 202 the 
reference by either House of Congress is authorized of any 
bill, except for pension, which "shall be pending In 
either House of Congress providing for the payment of a 
claim ¿gainst the United States, legal or equitable, or 
for a grant, fift, or bounty to any person".. Tfius Congress 
extended the right of petition to the investigation by 
the Court of blalias not only of a legal and equitable 
character, but claims for a "grant, gift, Or bounty"*.  
Under this section, the Court hàs; jurisdiction of barred 
claims, but Is to report the facts, if any, bearing upon 
the question of laches in making application of whether 
the bar of any statute of limitation should be removed.

A ■' r. < ' *
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Thousand# ö'£ liave been referred undei*  these

Aeta, and the Court lacking any power to institute investigation 

of its own motion, being dependent on the initiative of petitioners, 

aepy claims have lain dormant for years. Ab a matter of interest,

. most of the claims referred already were barred by the.; Statute of 

Limitations, and therefore could not have been instituted by the 

claimanta in the Cpurta. AB illustrative of the number of such 

claims, there were submitted approximately 4,000 of them in the 

fiscal year, 1908-1909.204

RestrictionBuponihe Court's Jurla diet ion.

The general provision cited above from Section 1 of 

thé Bowman Act is, by succeeding sections of that Act, subjected 

to four restrictions*̂®  whereby jurisdiction of the Court of Claims 

iw exfcided in the tollowing cases;

(l)-Over claims which, at the time of the enactment 

(March Sj 1883) were ’’barrodby virtue of the provisions uf any law

^3ee Syoârkiewità, 42 C, Cis. ' 1. (1906); Chleves,' '42 C, ' Cls.21 
(1906); Daigle, 42 CB Cis. 124 (1907); Mdmayer & Dates, .42 C. Cis.

r 518 (1907); Quttormsen, 43 Cl Cis. 299 (1908); Gulick, 44 C, Cis.
552 (1909); Mackey, 4% C.1 Cis? 121 (19}1); Shawnee Indians, 47 C» 
Cl8; 3M (191è)i Boy^e, 47 C. Cid.*  833, (1912); Jefferson Lime Co.,
48 C. Cis. 274 (1913); Commercial Pacific CobleCo., 48 C. Cis.
461 (1915); Duncan, 48 C. Cis. 488 (1915); Post, 49 C. Cis. 105 (lOÙfe ■ 
Montgomery, et al, 49 C. Cis. 574 (1914); Chase et al, 50 -0, Cis.
293 (1915); Pawnee Indians, 56 C. Cis, 1 (1920). 

s04Atkinson, supra note 31, at p. 233.

20®Ralston & Siddons, supra note 119, pp. 23-27
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of the United State?’*» Numerous decisions interpreting thia 

restriction have been made by. the Court*  In the case of Ford v*  

United Statea,206 it was held that the term ’’barred’’- referred not 

only to those cases barred by Statutes of limitations and express 

statutory enactment, but by payment, compromise, or by any provision 

or rule of law »hereby the case has been legally terminated by action 

which bscaia® a legal bar to further proceedings»

W19 C. Cis. 619 (1884) . “

2°7LeMore v* United States (55 C. Cis. 9) (1899).
208

15 Stat. 301

As the plea of ”rés ad judicata” is a bar to any sub

sequent action, the Court under the Bowman Act, dhes not have
■ which

jurisdiction of any claim theretofore has been judicially adjudicated» 

The sane principle would seem to bo applicable to cases under the 

Tucker Act, for the reason that, being a judicial proceeding, facts 

can only be ascertained through judicial means, and if ever determined 

by a competent tribunal, that determination is thereafter conclusive 

legal evidence of the facts in issue»207

However, the fact that the law has felled to provide 

any relief, or that ft has suspended the right Of action which 

would otherwise exist in the Court of Claims, as was done by thé 
Apt of-..July, 4». 1864affi - (providing that the jurisdiction of th© Court 

should not extend to any claim for the destruction or appropriation 

of property by the Arby or Navy.durinjj the Civil W&rl, does not * 208
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' render the claims ‘’barred*  within the meaningof the Act»^ 

So„claims for tortious-injuries may be referred to the Court 

and thè facta judicially ascertained under either the Bowman 

or thicker Jkcts.^Q •
; .’■ ' ' ' '. ?' V ' % K'i'i /'

è ■ t2)-JuriSdictiob further is excluded as to Civil
* . . ' . / ' »’ . ■ :5 ». * ;

* ’ ' ' " ■ 4 '

War claims for the destruction or damage to property, as dis

tinguished from its appropriation for the use of the, Army*  

Of course, where it appeared that property was not 

taken for the use of the Army, but was taken as an act of war, or 

as a depredation by the troops, no report would be made. 

In the ascertainment of damâtes in these Civil War Claims, the 

rule adopted was to make allowance for the property taken at 

its value to the United States, so that, for example, if a 

building were torn down to enable the materials to be used for 

fuel, the allowance granted by the- Court would be for the value 

of the quantity of cord wood used. However, a relaxation of the 

fuie was permitted in the claims of religious and educational 

institutions, and Congress, following a more liberal view, 

permitted the allowance of the value to the claimant of the build- 

ing or other property used.*  ■

^^^Horfoik County Feriy ÇoBBaïitèe v. United States, 25 C.Cis, 
19 (1087)J Dunbar v. United States, 22 C,Cis*  110 (1887).

^^Forehan^. y♦ United States, 25 C.Cis. 477 (1888). 

^•Beasley v, United States*  tl C.Cls. 225 (1886).
^Presbyterian Church of Murfreesboro, tenn., v. United 

States, 55 C. Cis. 559 (1898)*



(5)-The third, limitation pertains to Civil W.r 

claims for rent of real estate situate at the seat of war, that 

is, in the States proclaimed in insurrection.

That law in such cases was that allowance may be 

made for rent of real estate not situate in the States and parts 

of States declared in insurrection by Presidential proclamation. 

Jurisdiction, it was held, did not depend upon claimant’s 

loyalty, which was not in issue in such cases, Congress having 

.required instead that thcclaimarise from localities deemed 

loyal.Further,', loyalty is JJurisdlctional under congressional 

reference and where loyalty is hot proven no facts Will be found 

to be certified to Congress.214-

(4)-The final restriction Involved Civil T»ar claims 

for stores and supplies and in which the claimant Could not 

prove that *jw remained loyal to the United States throughout 

the war and rendered no assistance to the Confederacy.

Heelebower v. United States,-21 C* Cis* 228 (1886)j 
Blanchard V. United States C. Cis* 444 (1897).

2^See Montgomery et al, 49 C. Cis. 574 (1914).

2i®Lynch v* United States, 31 C. Cis. 62 (1895)*

In construing this limitation, or jurisdictional 

requirement, the Court held that it •• related exclusively to the 

original claimant, and if he be deceased, the disloyalty of 
heirs and beneficiaries was immaterial«* 2^
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Limitation by the Crawford Amendment.

The jurisdiction of the'Court of Claims in cases

referred to the Court by either House of Congress has been 

further limited, in; recent years',.‘by what is known aa the "Crawford

Amendment’', to the Act of March 4, 1915.Section 5 of that

act provided!

"That from and after the passage and approval 
of this act the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims 
shall not extend té or include any claim against the 
United States based upon or growing out of the destruction 
of any property or damage dons to any property by the 
military or naval forces of the United States during 
the war for the suppression of the rebellion; hor to

/ any claim for stores and supplies taken by or furnished
/ to or for the use of the military or naval forcé® of
/ the United Statesj nor to any claim for the value of 

any use and occupation of any real estate by the 
military or naval forqe® of the United States during 
said war; nor shall said Court of Claims have juris
diction of any claim which is now barred by the provision® 
of any law of the United State sft

That Act, it has been held,^^ repeals pro tanto

Section lol of the Judicial Code, conferring jurisdiction to

investigate and report upon certain claims referred, and

deprives the Court of jurisdiction over pending cases coming

within the purview of the law. Also it bars jurisdiction of

the Court in any claim referred, which at the time of reference 

was barred by the Statute of Limitations, where suit could have 

been maintained upon such claim in any Court if brought within

* ^^Omnlbi?s Claims Act, 38 Stàt. 996 ; ;

^•^Chase et al v» United States 50 C. Cis* 295 (1915),
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the time allowed by lew* 218 But ths Statute of Limitations 

does not, under the provisions of the Crawford Amendment, 

prevent consideration by the Court of cases referred to it by 
P19 on© House of Congress for findings of fact only. ■

Procedure. .&c>... in Congressional References.

After the filing of a case tranuialtted by either 

House of Congress, any person directly interested in the cèsi 

may appear as a party therein by filing his petition, under 

oath, as provided. Such petition shall be filed within 6 months 

from the filing of case in the Court, and shall not be filed 

thereafter except by leave of Court.220 in c&ses trsnssitted 

by either House of Congress, thé petition must contain & copy 

of the order of transmission, and a definite Statement of th® 

amount for which he demands judgment or the relief for which 

he prays.22-*'

1 Ibid. ““ ' ; : ——

2-*-®  As to the .power of the Court to render judgment under 
Sec. 151, Jud. Gode, see Stovall, 26 C.*  Cis. 226 (1691)j Post, 
49 0, Cis*  105 (1913)j Iiood, 49 G. Cis. 669 (1914)j Wales Island 
Packing Co., 73 C. Cis. 615 (1932).

Huie 21j see Stull, supra note 75, at p. 18.
221 Id. Rule 15, at p. 19
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In these Congressional Reference cases before the

Court of Claims, "The Attorney General, or hie assistants 

under his direction, shall appear for the défense and protection 

of the interests of the United States in all cases which may 

be transmitted to the Court of Claims under the provisions of 

this chapter, with the sane power to interpose counterclaims, 

offsets, defense for frauds practiced or attempted to be practiced 

by claimants, and other defenses, in like manner as ho Is required
222to defend the United States in said Court”»

Special Acts of Congress.

In addition to the jurisdiction conferred on the

Court of Claims in respect to Congressional References cases 

under the Bowman and Tucker Acts, from tim© to time, through 

action by both Houses of Congress, cases have been referred to 

the Court by special acts authorizing the Court to render judgmen| 

vrith appedl*  as in qth«sr cases j notwithstanding the lapse of time 

op th© Statute of iiimitati’das*  '»-¡taay of these have been for 

the relief of Indian tribes, and suits have been maintained in 

the Court against individual Indians, under an act of Congress 

authorizing it and providing for payment out of tribal, funds.

In some of these private acts, Indian tribes and individuals 

have been made parties defendant*
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The jurisdiction thus eonforx'ed haß been varied, 

and in aost ©vary instance the reason underlying the special 

grant was to avoid the Statut© of Limitations, requiring. suite 

to be filed in the Court within 6 years after the claim or 

natter "first accrued". The province of a special feet of Congress, 

it has been held,^2* wiving, the Statute of Limitations and re

ferring a claim to the Court for adjudication*  is to furnish 

a forum where such claim may be determined upon its merits 

according to legal principles*

Congress by 'special act*  however, can not confer 

jurisdiction on too Court of Clahas to pass on the constitutionality 

of cdrtaih hots of?CongrbßSfreluting to the distribution and 
allotment of Indian lands and fundal22®

The right of appeal, although not given in terms 

in & special act, may be inferred from its general character,
ögÄMd Xia ^rticulo’ Indications■

^United States v. «Ille to Indiens, 229 U.S. 488 (1915) j 
Irby, 57 fi. cis. 60 (1922); Bailey v. Osage Indians, 43 C. Cis. 
353.

3®e also Pgia-Te--?ee,. 187 U*S*  371 (1902); Sac & Fox Indians, 
45 C. Cis.267 (1910). 220 U.S. 481 (l911)i Butler & Vale 45 
C. Cis. (1908)j winton v. Amos, 51 C. Cis. 284 (1916); 
Yankton Sioux, 53 Ö. Cis. 67 (1917); Woodbridge,55 C, Cis. 234 
(1920).

^Muskrat et al, 219 U.S. 346 (1911), reversing 44 C. Cis.
157 (1909).

22®Vigo 21 Wall. 648 (1874); Ex Parte Atocha17 Wall. 439 
(1873).
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Actions sounding in tort ai-e eognikfablg by the

Court undftr. aoeclal ngt uutiiori'slng-th0 saw*̂ 7
■ : >■ - ' * ‘ < ; • ' : - x;.; .

Sodtbexn Hallway' e't al, 4^ Cis. ■322_(1910. ' '. ■ . ''
On Special acts,l&lso see .Hobers, 45 C# Cla. MS (1910)j 

American Trading Co., 47 C. Cla. 668 (1912)| Goodrich,51 C. 
Cis. 1 (1916)j Thieraan Frost, 610. Cis. 55 (1916) j Türner, 
51 G. Öls. 125 (1916)j Woodbridge, 56 G» Cis. 234 (1920? Medawakrnton 
Indians, 57 C. Cis. 857 (1922).
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DECjSIOMS lOWBmUG CONGRESSIONAL WRRENCES.

In the consideration of Congressional Reference

cases, it id profitable to view the powers and practices of 

Congress in the light of a few decided cases.

It has been held^Q Congress can not award

a new trial judicially nor reverse the judgment of a Court of 

justice, but it may consent to a second action and waive a 

technical defense sot up in the first. Congress can not, by 

legislative act, vary the terras of a contract made under due 

authority of law, for a term, by authorised agents of the 

Government.*̂  gor Citn it affect title of property ao as to 

divest the.rightful owner, but it my confer jurisdiction on 

the Court of Claimsto determine conflicting titles.»2®^

In the„absence of a statute assuring compensation to

witnesses before Congress, end no implied contract arising from 

thSir attendance, as in case of witnesses attending in ordinary

' trlh'^ls for private parties,; the Court has no jurisdiction of
an action to I'ocovhr fees as a witness before Committees of Congress.^®^

: ^Nock, g' C. Cis. 451 (1^66). '. " 7 '’'7 ' . ' —«

^Chicago, SU& St. Paul Ry., 14'■ G.Ole125 (1878), aff. 104 
U.S, 687 (1881).

2?0Filhoil, 28 C. Ole. 110 (1893).

2**Ulley,  14 C. Ola, 559 (1878).
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Congress can not prescribe^ & rule by which the Court of Claims 

shall decide cases, for that would be an invasion of the powers 

'of the judiciary* 2®2 But when > cítlaen insista upon recognition 

and adjustment of a claim*  he imposes a legal obligation upon
■■‘r ; ' ■ ''*<4  .

himself to become subject to the jurisdiction of such court, as 

Congress May empower to adjudicate the claim, and Congress may 

impose proper terms and conditions to the act of jurisdiction* 2®®

A Committee of Congress can not, by transmitting a 

claim, open a final judgment, grant á new trial, waive a legal 

defense, nor take a case out of the Statute of Limitations2®^ 

The testimony of a former member of Congress is inadmissible 

to show the object or intention of a statute; likewise, theCdurt 

can not Consider the viewB of individual member3 of Congress 

expressed in debate, or motives which induced them to vote for 

against the passage of a statutes23®

Prerequisites to Congressional Reference*

On the question of jurisdiction nf the Court of 

Claims in Congressional Refsienes eases, it is well to remember 

that a bill which is referred must be one involving the payment 
of money* 2®® The statute itself, authorising either House to refer

Klein v, United States, 13 Wall*  128 : (1871) ’'r' ' . ' ' '

235 La Abra Silver Mining Co., 29 C, Gl«.*432  (1894) 

gj^Chouteau, 20 C. Cis*  250 (1885).
• ■ 2SR " 'Union Pacific R.R.. v. United States, 10 C.Cls*  548 (1874) 
off*  91 U.S*  72 (187®)*



claims to the Court, is a consent that the United States maybe 
sued in the cases so referred.237

By the Tucker Aut, as stated, ^^8 ^¡ie Court

, jurisdiction only of a bill referred by either House of Congress 

"for payment of a claim against the UnitedStates*,  so that the 

Court will not te|te jurisdiction of a referred bill which merely 

provides that claimant may bring suit in the CoUrt of Claims.239 

The- prerequisite that the claim be one ^against the United States*  

does not bar suits against the, district of Columbia in the Court 

of Claims, for Congress having complete legislative control of 

the District of Columbia*  either House of Congress or Committee 

thereof may refer to the Court of Claims a claim against the said 

district»249

What constitutes a “legal or equitable*  claim has 

been much discussed. The words should be construed in their 
juridical sense, it has. been held,242 and the Court*  in reporting

237 Webb, 20 C. Cis. 487 (1885). See also Boehm, 21 C, Cis. " 
290 (1886).

288 Qc>te 52»

239 Cahalan, 42 0.01s,. 280 (1907); Bellah, 59 C. Cis. 596 (1904); 
Vincent, 39 C. Cis. 456 (1904).

240 ̂ idmayer ^ Bates, 42 C. Cis. 519 (1907); Strachan. 20 C.
C|s, 484 (1885),

241 .Supra note 103,
£4£ Montgomery e-t al, 49 0. Cis. 574 (1914)»



back congressional cases, must discriainate between claims 

legal or equitable and applicants for grants, gifts, or bounties 

unsupported by eQuitles**^  'Rhere the matter referred by Congress 

is found by*  the Court to be neither a legal nor an equitable • 

demand against the Government, the Court will find the facts 

as proven but will not estimate an amount) if anything is to be 

paid, it is a pur a gratuity and Congress only can fix the amount 

of the«ward, if any, in such ca3e*£44

An agreement to protect Indians in possession of 

their hones is not a promise to pay a tribe for loss of lives 

or property of individual Indians, and a claim for losses for 

failure to protect was decided to be neither legal nor equitable 
Within the meaning of the Judicial Code«1^ Under reference by 

an act of Congress, the Court f0jnd the facts, as to plaintiff*  s

loss on a cannery due to adjustment of the boundary between 

Alaska and the British possessions, and held that the clalin was 

not barred front consideration because of the provision that 

jurisdiction of the Court shall not extend to claims "growing 

out of or dependent on any treaty stipulation"*

h. UDAllemn of'al, ¿5 0,. Gls.' W (1968)« , '' '

£44^?idmayer & bates, supra note 240«

'^’Section 161, Jud*  Code)
Pawnee Indians, 56 C. Cis. 1 (1920)

a40WaleS Island Packing Co., 75 C? Cis*  615 (1051)«



Where the Court of Claims once .takes Jurisdiction 

and proceeds to judgment under the teriac of some general law, 

new judsdiction can not be acquired for the purpose of an in

vestigation and report of facts pursuant to a resolution, under 

the Tucker Act, transmitting a bill providing for an appropriation 

of a "claim®, legal or equitable, against the United States.2^7

Both the Bowman and Tucker Acts and Section 151 of 

the Judicial Code are deemed to be in pari material, and as 

jurisdictional statutes codified in the Judicial Code, they 

must be interpreted precisely as the original acts would be 

interpreted if no codification had taken placé, unless there are 

changes by express words or necessary implication«248

If a proceeding is pending under à congressional 

reference for findings and conclusions advisory to Congress, 

the Court will not confine the hearing alone to questions 

raised by special plea or what is denominated a cx’oss-bill, but 

will proceed to hear the entire case.248 Of course, where Congress 

refers a bill for ’’findings" alone, in accordance with thé 

provisions of âéction 1Ç1 of the Judicial Code, the Court is

UZChievec, 42 C. 01s. 21 (1906) j Hartiens, 42 C. Cis. 42 (1906)♦ 

248DUncan, 48 C. CIS. 488 (1913).

^Atlantic Ifarks, SO 0,01s. 16 (1914)*
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liaisted In ita actions thereon to thè items and amounts 

stated in the bili.^O jf there be referred, in accordance 

v?ith this section, a bill authorising an executive department to 

account for «nd pajr to an. Indian tribe Certain proceeds, indicating 

a settled controversy - & aere natter of accounting, without 

justiciable’Issue - there Is no claim, grant, gift, or bounty 

witbin the meaning of Section 151 for the Court to act upon, and 

■ ft is without jurisdiction.26! Also, thc Oourt jurisdiction

of an Indian depredation claim referred under the Tucker Act,
,v . ,

fdr that Act prövidoa odly for Claims against the United States, 

and Indian depredations she primarily claims against the Indians* 262

When Congress transmits & case, jurisdiction of the 

Court is limitedto the claim described in the bill transmitted, 

and the cause of action set Up in the petition must be substantially 

the same#'-66 The resolution referring the claim is merely the 

medium by which a bill la transmitted to the Court and performs 
no other officej284 it neither broadens nor affects the jurisdiction,

s • ‘

280 Hart, 58 Ct Cl®. 518 (1925)/ Love, 48 C*  Cis * 74 (iBsj,

Creek Nation, 74 Ó» Cis. 665 (1952)

262 Vincent, 59 G*  Cis. 4S6 (1904)*

268 Chouteau, 20 C. Cla, 250 (1885),

254 State of Missouri, 45 C. Cis. 527 (1908),
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which is derived from the statute alone. Jurisdiction to 

hear and determine claims against the United States arising out 

of cancelled contracts for war supplies thus was held^® not to 

be enlarged or affected by a Senate resolution referring specific 

claims under Section 151 of the Judicial Code«

Jurisdiction of h’.Congrdssiancl Reference case is
J '' - ...

not lost tso long as the record remains in the cleric’s office 

and within the custody and control of the Court.?®? A claim 

will n .t be denied absolutely by the language of the letter trans-» 

slitting it, but the Court will examine the papers add determin» 

what claim Congress intended to have the Court investigate.?®®

Under the reference of a claim to the Court by 

Congress "for determination of the facts as to the liability 
oftbe United States ns a tort feasor”, the Court found^tSat ths 

Government was liable as a tort feasor, but held it unnecessaryto 

pass upon the question as to the comparative negligence of the 

two tort feasors or the question as to the liability of one to the 

other on account of their respective negligent acts«

^Sampson, 42 C. Cis. 578 (190?), ~'
25®Hartswille Oil Mill, 2'71 U.S. 43 (1926). aff. 60 C.Cls.

712 (1925).
^?Creecy, 21 C. Cis*  5 (1885).

-Gofer, 50 C. Cla. 151 (1895).
^••Barbor Springs, 72 C. Cis. 32 (1931).



In tlie event a claim tiumsMtted by .CongrdSS

*.fdr findings of fact has seen dismissed and notice of its dismissal 

has been reported to Congress, the Court loses Jurisdiction of 

the claims^ ; If the claim referred. by Congress for findings, of 

f^oi WmairiB4dtt thé docket for bn unreasonable length of time, 

without preparation for trial» and after dismissal for ndh-prosédution 

no steps for its rMnstatemont are taken for six years, a motion 

to reinstate will not be allowed•* ’61

254 Vance, 30 C>\C18*;$B -
23®Guttormsen, 45 C. Cis, 299(1908).

It ia the duty of the Court to settle the ultimate 

facts so that Congress may assume them as a basis for their 

legislative judgment and dlacretlon. The Court*  is given 

authority,£®® under Congressional references, to report "such 

conclusions as shall be sufficient to inform Congress of the nature 

©nd character of the deman?, and so forth*  The findings of th» 

Court, to present questions of law, for the convenience of 

Congress may show the relation of the facts to the law, and advert
/

to the law which will be applicable to the facts*®®*  But a finding 

involving a conclusion of law is not a proper one, for Congress 
must determine the question, of liability on the specific facts.20®

Stanton, 57 C. 0^ 120 (1922). ———. ———n.
See also Bunbar, 190. Cis.,674 (1884).

261 Ibid.
*6^Shore, 25 G*  Cis. 82 (1889),

See aiBO, rresbyterlan Church of Murfreesboro, Tenn*  58 C*
Cis. 539 (1898), supra note 212.

26ï Montgomery et al, 49 C. Cis. 574 (1914).
3ae Aot of Jiine 25, 191®, 38 Stat*  837, supra note.'
Also Bove, SO C. Cis. 65, 69 (1915). 254
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In case an act refers a claim to the Court to

"hear anil determine the difference”, and so forth, it confers 

authority to enter judgment, and where In addition the words 

•'when completed the court shall make a full report to Congress*',  

are used, the Court may omit entry of judgment and report the 

facts to Congress with its opinion,266 ’fihere under a congressional 

reference of a claim a judgment was rendered, the Court, never

theless, may order that the findings be reported to Congress,267 

Or if suit is brought by virtue of congressional reference under 

Section 151 of the Code, and thé Court refuses to enter judgment 

as requested, It will find the facts and report them to Congress 

as in other congressional cases. The allowances made by the 

Court in Congressional cases are not •’allowances’’ in the sense 

In which the term is used in judicial tribunals, but are merely 

ancillary and advisory to Congress,2®9

In brief, then, in so far as the reports to Congress 

by the Court are concerned, the Court has only the authority 

by the terms of the Bowman and Tucker Acts to investigate facts,

289 Fond Du Lac Bankd, 34 C. Cis. 426 (1899), “ ~

267 Barnes, 46 C. Cis. 7 (1910)j Hood, 46 C. Cis. SO (1910).

288 Post, 49 10. Cis, 105 (1913)j

269 Laughlin et al, 44 C. Cis. 224 (1909).



and no jurisdiction is given it to determine questions of law 

affecting the legal right to relief.It is th© Court’s duty, 

as stated,2^ to find from precedents of other congressional 

relief, such facta as W-dhems will be considered material to 

Congress in determining whether appropriation should be mad« 

in the particular case«

Even this rule is subject to two limitations!

1- the facts are only ascertainable through 
judiciaj. means«

2- the doctrine of ”res adjudlc&ta" being applicable, 
the Court will report the results of any prior adjudication 
of the case and will consider a reference as a grant of
a right to new trial. 272

The second limitation arises from the facV

that in many cases a mere report of facts may be misleading to 

Congress, and the Court, holding that its duty is to give rise to 

no misunderstanding as to the legal or equitable conditions of 

the case, will show for the convenience of Congress the relation 

of the facts to the law and advert to such doctrines of law as may 

be applicable«2^.

^Osborne v*  United States, C . Cis.. 416 (1888) ' ' ' '

2<^Supra note 262

^^Choteau v*  United States, 20 0. Cis. 250 (1885).

27^Supra note 264



Re-references, New Trials,

On the question of re-reference of a cíala, it 

has been held^74 that a cíala transmitted, investigated, end 

paid, may be again referred by Congress, but such claim is 

”barréd" by acceptance Of payment, and the Court Will merely 

report the fact of such payment acceptance*  Or where a case 

lias been referred to the Court under the Bowman Act and findings 

of fact made and reported to Congress, which subsequently 

refers it to the Court again Under the Tucker Act, th® Court 

will ecexanine the case and again report the facts.^75

27® Guttornsen, 43 C, Cis* 299 (1908).
See also Chieves, 42 C* Cis. 21 (1906); H&rtiens 42 C. 
Cis. 42 (1906); Davidson, 43 C.Cis. 508 (1908).

277
RyMrki^Wica, 42 0, Cis. 1 (1906)*
The doctrine of "res adjudicate” applies to cases referred

to the Coirt by Congress for findings of fact:. Le More & Co. St
C. Cis» 9 (1899); Neal, 56 C. Cis. 49 (1901).

A second trial can not bo obtained by the re-reference 

of a bill by one House of Congress unless the previous findings 

were procured by malpractice or false testimony* 27® The motion

, for new trial, when propbf, must be made before a case is 

reported to Congress. When the record goo? up, the Court loses 

■jurisdiction; fon^resa. alone con donsent to a second trial or 
■nr'iSfe tho defenseof "res 'adjudic^trf..

274 Pilkington, 36 0. Cis. 357 Wo!) ”
See also Ferry, 25 G. Cis. 2.74 (1390),
White, 33 C. Cis. 568 (1898).
Of. Hunt, 45 C. Cis. 566(1910); Markham, 44 0*018*  509 (1909)
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Judgments, Appeals«

Where a ease is referred "with full jurisdiction 

to hear and determine all questions of law and fact and report 

to the House of Representatives", the case is a congressional 

one, and the determination is not a final judgment, 278 Qo ^■Em^ 

there is no right of appeal to the Supreme Court in such Sane».27® 

Either House of Congress may refer a claim for mere findings, 

but neither acting alone can authorise th® Court to redder a 

final judgment. When both Houses unite in referring a claim 

by special act, Which either might refer by resolution, Congress 

intends that the Court shall enter judgment, and the words "report 

the same to Congress" in a special act do not destroy the power 

to enter ¿udgment.2®® Judgments, then, are rendered by the Court 

in Congressional Reference cases, eVen though the Court also may 
report its findings to Congressj28^ but where the Court refuses 

to entbr judgment in such caitas, as requested, it will, find ths 

facts and report them to Congress as in other congressional cases* 2®2

478 Griffin,' 3S C. Cis..W (1898). —,

279 lb; also Mams, 26 C. Cis. 290 (1891).

« Ayres, 44/C, 01«. >116 (1008)1

281 Hood, 46C. Cis. 30 (1910); Barnes 46 C. Cis. 7 (1910).

282 Post, 49 C. Cis. 105 (1915). ’



The Pocono Pines Case.

Interesting auestions anent the jurisdiction and 

power of the Court of Claims have arisen in recent years as a 

result of the dismissal by the United States Supreme Court of 

a petition io grant a writ of mandamus ànd/or prohibition in 

the case of Pocono Pines Assembly Hotels Company, v. United 

StatesWhether the Court of Claims is to be viewed as a 

Court which, by its decisions, can bind thè parties before it, 

or merely as a commission to ascertain and report facts to 

Congress and to the Executive Departments has been warmly 

debated because of thè refusal of Congress to pay judgment in 

the abovn case,, until a «Congressional référença” was had*

In the Pocono Pines case, the Court of Claims, in 

the exercise of its general jurisdiction, entertainedtì claim284 
, ■ •- * » ■1 I ' •* - ■
by the Hotel Company against the<; Government J the Court found for

' .i-* /
the claimant, and rendered final -judgment in thé amount of 

$227,259.53. The timé for filing a petition for writ of 

certiorari in the United States Supreme Court having expired, 

a certified copy of the transcript of the judgment was trans*  

mltted to the Treasury Department. The .Secretary of thé 

Treasury, in turn, sent thé judgment to the Director of the Bureau
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of the Budget, who submitted it to Congress for payment as a 

lawful debt, However, before approving this item the Senate 

Appropriations Committee referred the claim to the Comptroller 

General of the United States, who suggested that the Government 

had not presented its substantive defenses and recommended that 

the case be remanded^®® to the Court with instructions to grant 

a new trial. Congress concurred in this view, declined to make 

an appropriation, and enacted the following statute»

"The case of Pocpno Pines Assembly Hotels 
Company against the United States of America, Number 
J-543 be, and hereby is, remanded to the United States 
Court of Claims with complete authority, the statute 
of limitations or rule of procedure to the contrary 
notwithstanding, to hear testimony as to the actual 
facts involved in the litigation and with instructions 
to report its findings of fact to Congress at the earliest 
practicable moment’1* ^®®

Much Comment resulted from this most Unusual pro

cedure on the part of Congress in "remanding" a "Case" to a

United States Court for further dotcrain&tion of fact, and

'The Origini provision, suggested by the Compt*  GenSl^' in 
unambiguous language "directed" the C*  Cis. "to grant the U.S*  
a new trial * * * find the facts * ** and render judgment 
'accordingly.**'*;

éeè Cong, fico*  74- '6079 (1981).

28645 Stat. 1622, approved Mar. 4, 1951.
, , It id significant that the tìeasUre »(aS enacted as part
Of an appropriation bill in> the closing days of the short session, 
71st Congressi The provision was never referred to the Judiciary 
Committee of either House, and the Senators in actual charge 
wore members of the Appropriations Committee.



created a heated contx^ovoray in legal circle® at the time as to 

whether the decisions of the Court of Claims are merely advisory^®? 

or whether they constitute judgments which Congress can not 

constitutionally review*

In any event, the Court of Claims complied with thé 

legislative demand^®® and referred the case to Commissioner 

Israel M. Foster, with instructions to hear testimony and report 

hla findings*  Thereupon the Company presented a motion to th© 

Court, petitioning for a stay of further proceedings in the case 

and asking that the order of reference be vacated. The Company 

claimed that this entire subsequent procedure was totally improperi 

as the Court had previously rendered a final and binding judgment, 

that the case was settled, and it was the plain duty of Congress to 

make ait appropriation,. that the statute purporting to remand the 

case was unconstitutional, first, in that it deprived the Company 

of a vested property righty à judgment, without due process of laty?
• -J * ’ f :

gny i ; ............. . , a...... r ............ ... ...
That matters may be referred to the C. Cis. for advisory 

opinions by the Executive Departments or either House of Congresa, 
lias already been discussed.

See 22 Stat. 485 (1805), 24 Stat. 507 (Ì8S7) j
28 U. S. C*  M254,257 (1926)#

The advisory nature of these findings precludes review
by the Supreme Court« In Re Sanborn, 148 U.S. 222(^t?3)«

This function has become of minor Importance in the business 
of the 0. Cis*

See, focone Pines Case, 73 C. Cis. 447,487 (1932)*  
. æ?? The Court dockëttâ feblS Motion, not as a proceeding 
in the original cause, but as ’’Congressional Reference Ho*  A”.
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and secondly*  in that it constituted what amounted to appellate 

jurisdiction by Congress over the Court of Claims.
289 In passing upon thia motion*  the Court divided 3-2.

All the judges agreed that the former judgment was binding 

and final*  and that if Congress were attempting to challenge 

Its validity or its finality, such action would be unconsti

tutional# The majority of the Court, however, held that the 

statute did not have thia effect.

Chief Justice Booth, in delivering.the majority 

opinion, traced the history'of the Court since its beginning, 

and pointed out tMt under existing law*  its decisions could 

be reversed only by the Supreme Court, or by the Court itself 

after a new trial. He interpreted the remanding not aS addressed 
to the advisory function imposed on the Court by Congress292

& function independent of the general jurisdiction under which 

the Court decided th® Pocono Pinos case*®  and rendered un

necessary a square holding upon the constitutional power of

Congress to grant a new trial. The remanding act, then*

'2B97S C. Claa 447 (1932) ——

*^%upra no^f

291. supra note 29 ’

‘ ft ‘ ; ■ v. ‘-A‘v /
‘ • t r - .T £ /- . " ■*

t.-i •• '■ ... ■ ■ . : ‘ :
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he considered merely as a request for collection of 

"certain Facts to aid Congress'*  in determining its Setion » -

on ths previously rendered judgment; that the new investigations 

would not affect the former judgment in any way, £or Congress 

could call upon the Court to aid it in its purely legislative 

function of making appropriations, and ths Cnu-t, being •
■ ■> ?' ' d ' -, *

"legislative court", might iiroperly rbhilor such ¿id.292

But the Chief Justice intimated that if Congress

-J • ’ -, ■’

\

attempted to set itself up as à Court of appeals from the

Court of Claims’ judgments, with power to order new trials, 

it would be acting beyond the scope of the powers given the 

legislative branch of the Federal Government by the Constitution.

Furthei*  to emphasise this last point, Judge- 

Green, formerly a Congressman, wrote e vigorous dissent^ 

holding that the Congressional reference in this ceso was 

unconstitutional, because, as he interpreted it, it attempted 

to set aside a judgment of the Court; because the statute 

did riot purport, to refer the mutter to the Court for advice; 

rather it ’‘remanded" the "cáse”, citing it by name and docket 

number,, and It was in the terminology of judicial Instruction 

to a lower Court. Juûge Whaley, likewise a former Represente-
. . -gag

tlve, concurred in this minority opinion.

29ïlEx Part® Bakelite Corp., 27? 438 (1929). ~

295The 2 dissenting judges strongly argued that the usé 
of the word ’’case” rather than "claim” and "remanded" rather 
than •’referred” clearly indicated an assumption by Congress of 
appellate jurisdiction.

See 73 C. Cis. at 804 (1952).
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The Courtof Cleime by a bare majority having 

ruled that the hearing of testimony might be proceeded with, 

the Company thereupon applied for a writ of mandamus and/or 

prohibition,*to  orev&nt further action in the Court of Claims. 

The petition was unopposed, and the Court Of Claims itself 

presented a memo suggesting the necessity of settling the 

question raised by the ease.294 yet the Supreme Court without 

opinion295 denied the petition.well as a. rehearing*

295Supra note 285.
The action of the Supreme Court probably indicates 

nothing as to ihe merits of the case.
See Sloss, Mandamus in the Sup. Ct. since the Judiciary 

Act of 1925 (1922 Harv. L. Rev.), vol. 46, pp, 114-1'17,

The case was then proceeded with before the 

Commissioner to whom the case had been assigned. His re

commendations having been made, the Court of Claims tendered

294”The construction of the Act of March 4, 1951, supra*,,  
stated the memo, "is not entirely free from doubt. See the 
dissenting opinion of two judges of the Court of Claims. 
The effect of judgments rendered by the Court of Claims and 
the authority of Congress to question their finality has been 
discussed recently in both Houses of Congress.. * * * Thisis 
an important question of federal law which has not been, but 
should be, settled by this Court. The determination of this 
question is important, not only io Congress, but to the Court 
of Claims, the members of its Bar, the United States, and other 
litigants in that court”.
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Its findings of facts to Congress, ^Bh confiraing -the original 

judgment it had rendered,. As if to reemphasize the view of 

the Court that its action was predicated entirely upon its 

consideration of ths "remanding” as a Congressional reference 

only;/ in no way affecting the finality of ths previous judgment 

the Court stated!295b

"The majority opinion of the court rendered 
January 18, 1952, involving the challenge to the 
constitutionality of the act under which the pro
ceedings narrated above took place, predicated the 
judgment of the court Upon the following statement!

•Therefore, we are of the opinion 
that the act of reference in this case is 
susceptible of a construction as congressional 
intention by special legislation to procure 
certain facts to aid Congress in the exercise 
of a legislative function, which does not in 
any manner effect the finality of this court’s 
judgment in case Mo. J-545, and the motion 
to vacate and set aside this court’s re
ference of the matter .to a commissioner of 
this court will be overruled. It is so 
ordered.’ 
"In keeping with this announced principle 

we have considered the proceedings as akin in matter 
of procedure to congressional reference under section 
151 of the Judicial Code, i.e,, what we are to report 
to Congress is a finding of authenticated and established 
facts with reference to the whole case of "Pocono 
Pines Assembly Hotels Company against the United States, 
Mo. J-543," facts Which Congress desires in the 
exercise of legislative function, and what we say 
herein is to be confined to the findings to be reported, *.
the court having heretofore expressed its opinion of 
the legal issues involved.

* » #
See 76 Cong. Rec'. Dec., 5, 1932, at 18J id. Dec, .6,' 1956, ; 

at 49. ’ ., . *.  * /' ■'
Z - /' ■ ■

295b 76 c. cis. 354-581^352 (1932),
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* *•  * * the present record clearly confirms what 
was said by the court in its first opinion,. We 
are not to express inferences. Our duty is to report 
facts»0 •***♦*  "We accompany the findings 
with this memorandum opinion in consonance with a 
longSestablished precedent of so doing in congressional 
references when in ths court’s opinion Congress in
tends and is seeking available facts as to a trans
action, facts which will be useful in the consideration 
of the reference hereafter, and as to which it was 
claimed they had not been disclosed before. The court 
has uniformly - precedents too numerous to cite- 
entertained the opinion that in the report of facts 
to Congress thé court my and is obligated to explain 
to ths extent warranted the findings transmitted in 
an opinion, this long-pending controversy, developing 
as it did extraneous issues and additional legal 
questions, we think exacts what we have said with 
reference to findings which we transmit to Congress»0

This report being made, Congress thereupon included

thesmount of the judgment in the Second Deficiency Bill of the 
295cSeventy-second Congress, and it was paid by the United

States without further question. But the Pocono Pines case is 

yet Of considerable academic interest especially in connectioh 

with a consideration of the finality of the Court of Claims 

decisions as affepted by Congressional references.

¿95047 Stat» 1616| Pub. No. 442 ““
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THE court JF CUIMS - COURT OR COWlSSlOH,

The significance of the Pocono Pines case lies in 

the Court* a emphatic denial of a revisory power in Congress 

over judgments rendered in the exercise of its general juris

diction. Validity of this contention must be viewed on the 
assumption that the * 297 298 court enjoys "judicial Power". 

Mr, Justice Van Devantor, in Ex Parte Bakelite Corporation 

had pointed out that the power of Congress to create Courts 

is not limited by Article III, Section 297, and he went out of 

his way to classify the Court of Claims as a "legislative ■ 

court", established by Congress in the exercise of the power 

"to pay the Debts * * * of the United Staten", conferred upas 
it by Article I, Section 8^9® His classification has foundation 

Supra note 292...  ' ' y'' " / ' '■ J.. ■" M ~. '.......

297 MThe judicial Power of the United States, shell be
vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as 
the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish**’ I

The concept of legislative cobrts|, not established' 
under tills clause, dates from Amef- ins. Cd. v. Canter, 1 
Pet. 511 (U.S. 1828), "in which Marshall held that territorial 
courts were of thia character.

But Marshall’s stutenont goes no further than to deny 
to legislative courts the "judicial Power" defined in Article III.

298 See Ex Parte Bakelite Corp. 279 U.S. 438, 452-55 (1929).
Prior to this case, it was generally assumed that the 

Court of Claims was a constitutional court• . \

(187R)Mandamus denied, sub* uom. In Sanborn, 148 U.S. *
222 (1893). James'v . United States, 38 0. GIs. 615, 650 (1905).

(Coat’d on next page.)



in the history of the Court, dating .^rom 1865,’wheu Congress,.; 

conferred upon the tribunal, originally purely advisory,®®® 

the power to render "final" judgments subject only to review * 

in ths Supreme Court; in» the nature of the business intrusted 

to it, claims against the United States "susceptible of legis

lative or executive determination"^* 5®® in the nature;of its 

proceedings;5®^ and in the duty of the Court to render advisory 

opinion^ one that could not be imposed upon constitutional 

Courts organised under Article III, Section 1.302

^^reversed on other ground, 202 U.S. 401 (1906)» 
See also Black, Const. Law (4th Ed. 1927) #98.

. * Willoughby, The Const. Law of the U. S. (2d ed. 1920), 
#788.

Contr^ McClain, Const. Law in the U. S. (1915) #165. 

£®®Supra notes 290, 287»
See also Bourse v. United States, 2 C. 01s. 214 (1866); 

Belt v. United States, 15 C, Cis. 92 (1870).
5®®"The mode of determining matters of this class is 

completely within congressional control. Congress may reserve 
to itself the power to decide, may delegate that power to 
executive officers, or may commit it to judicial tribunal#1.

5®^Van. D., J. laid stress upon the fact that trial by 
jury is not required in the Court of Claims* See McElrath v. 
United States, 102 U.S, 426 (1880), supra note 65.

3®®Hayburn’S case, 2 Dall. 409 (U.S. 1795); United states 
Ferreira, 15 How. 40 (U.S. 1851)j United States v. Green, 105 
Fed. 269 (E. D. Pa. 1900); Mactavish v. MileSi t65 Fed. 457 
(D. lid. 1920); cf. Muskrat v. United Stated, 219 U*S. 546 (1911); 
Willing v. Chicago Auditorium Assn. 277 U.S, 274 (1928); see 
Rotes (1927) 41 Harv. L. Bev. 252; 1952) 45 id. 1089.
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It is well to recall, in this connection, the 

two-fold nature of the Court of Claims, as first distinguished 

in the Act of 1868, and further emphasized by the later acts, 

such as the fBowman) Act of 1885. whereby the Executive Depart

ments were given the privilege of calling on the Court for the 

determination of certain facts. And the establishment of this 

tribunal as a Court is definitely to be noted from a study 

of the (Tucker) Act of 1887»not only were there preserved8®4 

the fact-finding duties imposed by the Bowman Act, but, in

See Secs. 1, 2, supra note 52. ... " '

804 Id. Sec* 12.
303 Id* Sec. 13i ■If it shall appear to the satisfaction 

of the Court, upon the facts established, that it has Juris
diction to render Judgments or decree thereon under existing 
laws or under the provisions of this Act, it shall proceed 
to do so, giving to either party such further opportunity 
for hearing as in its Judgment Justice shall require, and 
report its proceedings therein to either Bouse of Congress 
or to the Department by which the same was referred to said 
Court.*

305addition, the Act guve the powe# finally to adjudicate 

claims and demands against the Government referred to the 

Court of Claims by Congress, or the Executive Departments, 

for investigation end report, in cases where these claims and



demands case within ita general jurisdiction. It has frequently 

been held®^® by the Court of Claim» that this section ¡uade it 

obligatory on the Court to proceed to a final adjudication of 

any Matter Coming under the genral jurisdiction given thè 

Court by the tucker Act.

The fact that the two types Of jurisdiction of 

the Court still exist any readily be ascertained by a perusal 

of the Judicial Code.®^

A study of the legislative history, then reveals 

that Congress, which Indisputably has the power to destroy 

or enlarge the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims, has in

tended, by its many enactments, to make the Court a part of the 

Federal judicial system and has given it th© power, common 

to all true Courts, to render final decisions, subject to 

review only byappellate Courts, in certain classes of cases.

Unquestionably, the Court of Claims possesses

the attributes of judicial power. The concurrent jurisdiction

Stovall v. United States, 26 C. Cis. 226, 283 (1891).
' »■' ; , " . ,

507 Sections 145,fcdeal with the puioly judicial powers 
vested in thè tribunal.

Sections 148, 151, cover the "jury" end "reference" 
duties imposed upon it. <



of the District Courts over small claims30® suggests that 

the subject matter in dispute is at least "susceptible of 

judicial determination". Further, the Court has been given 
authority to punish for contempt,309 & power which the Supreme 

Court has indicated con not constitutionally be granted to 

an administrative tribunal* 310 Its judgments have been held 

"rew judicata",311 and it has exercised equitable power to 

reform contracts, thfe Supreme Court explicitly recognizing the

ÖUÖ24 Stat. 505 (1887), 43 Stat. 972'(1925), 28 U.S.C. #41, 
20 (1926). The validity of this jurisdiction does not seem 
to have been questioned, though there ere statements that it 
is a "special jurisdiction1’.

See Raid v. United States, 211 U.S. 529, 538 (1909);
United States v. McCrory, 119 Fed. 861, 864 (C.C.A. 5th, 1903).

50956 Stat. 1139 (1911), 28 U.S.C. #263 (1926). See 
Biting v. United States, 27 Ct*  Cis*  158 (1893) (power claimed 
by previous statutory ■authorisation; 4 Stet. 199 (1827) J. .

Other legislative courts have exercised the power to 
punish for contempt*  Cf. Hunter v. United States, 48 App. 
D. 0*  19 (1918); United States ex rel. Noyes v. Wood,'.18 Alaska 
255 (1920).

51°See Interstate Commerce Comm. v. Brinson, 154 U.S. 447, 
485, 489 (1884); Lilienthal, Ths Fewer of Government Agencies 
to Compel Testimony (1926) 39 Hsrv» L. Rev. 694, 700.

But cf. Pillsbury, Adminstrative Tribunals (1925) 56 
Harv. 1. Rrv. 583, 590-91.

United States v*  bourse, 9 Fet. 8 (1835); Fehdall V. 
United States, 14 C, Cis. 247 (1879); Weisburger v*  United 
States,54 G. Cis. 1 (1918).
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Validity of the. practice*

The judicial character uf tM,;Cpdrt of ClaiM?

SIS was eiirly recognized in Cnlted States v» Klein, in which

case the Supreme Court decided that Congress cohid nott lay down ”1 
.. : ’■ . ' '. ’-4. : t ,S'

a rule of decision for the Court. vChiefjustice Chase,

giving the opinion of the Court, said, in parti

"The Court of Claims is thus constituted 
one of those inferior courts which Congress 
authorizes, and has jurisdiction of contracts 
between the government and the citizen, from 
which appeal lies regularly to this court. 
Undoubtedly, the legislature has complete control 
over the organisation and existence of that court* 
and may confer or withhold the right of appeal 
from its decisions*

«• ♦ ■»
"But the language of the proviso shows 

plainly that it does not,intend to withhold 
appellate jurisdiction except as a means to an 
end. Its great and controlling purpose is to 
deny to pardons granted by the ^resident the 
effect which this court has adjudged them to have« 
The proviso declares that pardons shall n;t be con
sidered by this court on appeal. ®|-,hted already de
cided that ft was our duty to consider them and 
give them effect, in cases like the present, as 
equivalent to proof of loyalty*  It provides that 
Whenever it shall appear that any judgment of the 
Court of Claims shall have been founded on such 
pardons, without other proof of lojnLty, the 
Supreme Court shall have no further jurisdiction 
of the case and shall dismiss the same for want

x jurisdiction.
"• - * * * ' ’

"It seems to us that this is not an exercise
of the acknowledged power of Congress.to make exceptions 
and prescribe regulations to the appellate power."

sl^Supra note 87 ”''r" ......... ...
51»

15 >11. 128 (1872).
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It was latar daisied that, in render Ing this 

decision, the Supreme Court was concerned not with the 

powers of the Court of Claims but with Its own appellate 

jurisdiction« This assertion the Court of Claims held to 

be incorrect, the Court stating! “It is the unquestionable 

Intent of th© decision that the statute is unconstitutional 

because it interferes With the proper administration of 

justice in the judicial department of the Government, of 

which the Court of Claims is an element*

• The Supreme Court also decided in the Kleiq 

case that Congress may withdraw cases from the Court of Claims*  

jurisdiction, or prescribe the terms and Conditions Upon which 

dotions may be brought, yet it can not prescribe to it a rule 

of decision nor interfere with the proper exercise of its 

judicial functions*

Again,in United States v, 01 Grady the Supreme

Court decided that the Court of Claims had thé power to render 

binding decisions. In that case, suit had been brought against 

the United States for conversion .«of cotton. The Secretary of 

the Treasury had attempted to deduct an interhal revenue tax 

from th© judgment awarded the plaintiff in the Court of Claims, 

514Witowski v. United Stiitos, 7 C. Cis. 595 (1871).

SW32 Wall* 641 (1875).



although the Government had not set it up as a counterclaim 

in the principal suit*  The Supreme Court denied the right 

of the Government to make the deduction, saying^®

"And it is clear that the judgments of this 
Court, rendered on appeal from the Court of Claims 
« & ei’e beyond all doubt the final determination
of thé matter in controversyj and it .10 equally certain 
that the judgments of the Court of Claims, whore no 
appeal is taken to this court, are, under existing 
laws, absolutely conclusive of the rights of the 
parties unless a new trial is granted by that court.

# » •»
"Judicial jurisdiction implies the power to 

hear and determine a cause, and inasmuch us the Con» 
stitution does not contemplate that there shall be 
more than one Supreme Court, it la quite clear 
that Congress can not subject the judgÉjents of the 
Supreme Court to the roexaaination and revision of 
any other tribunal or any other department of the 
Government«

■*  ‘ «• *
"Should it be suggested that the judgment 

in question was rendered in the Court of Claims, 
the answer to the suggestion is that the judgment 
of the Court of Claims, from which no appeal is 
taken, is just as conclusive^l^ under existing 
laws as the judgment of thé Supreme Court, until it 
is set a3ide on a motion for a new trial."

518Id. p, 646-648 ““— -

8^That judgments of the Court of Claims are "absolutely 
conclusive of the rights of the parties",

See United States v. Klein, supra note 315, at p. 144; 
United States v. Jones, infra note 318, at p. 480; United 
States v. Irwin, 127 U.S*  125, 129 (1898); La Abra Silver 
Mining Co., v. United States, 175 U.S, 423, 457, 461 (1899); 
Ex Parte Bakelite Corp., supra note 292 at o. 454«
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The recognition by the Supreme Court, in United

States v*  Jones?^8that it has the power to xwi^LW on appeal. .r 
/'■'s'':-. ■ ' 7 " ‘ ■ Î \ ' —

the decisions of the Coftjrt of Claims,'on the $:femd‘'. that*  such

judgments are final and bohclusive, and not subject to be re

examined by eny other officer of the Government, is quite 

persuasive that the Court of Claims possesses judicial power?^

In the Jones case» the Court Mid»

’•Under this statute, the Secretary has no 
power whatever to go behind the judgment in his 
extualnation*  .

’’Haference. is algo jnade to an act of Maréh 3, 
1875, ©*  149,. 18 Stat. L. 481, which provides' f or 
’deducting any debt du© the United States.fro*  any 
judgment recovered nghinst the United States by such 
debtor’j but this gives the accounting Officers of 
the Government no authority to reexamine the judgment» 
It only provides a way of payment and satisfaction if 
the creditor shall, at th© time of the presentstion 
of his judgment, be a debtor of the United States 
for anything ©xcept what is included in the judgment, 
which is conclusive às to everything it embraces"*

318119 U. S. 477 (1888)» ’: ;

^®Cf. eg*,  Corralitos Co*,  v*  United States, 179 U.S. 
280 (1900)j John Horstmann Co., y. United States, 257 U. 8. 
158 (1921)j Edwards y. United States^ 286 U. S*  482 (1932)J 
United States v. Factors■ & Finance Co., 53 Sup*  Ct. 287 (1935).

The decision in In re Sanborn, 148 U. S*  222 (1895), 
refusing to hear appeals from the advisory opinions of the 
Court of Claims, must be distinguished*  See note 6, Supra.
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Hot does the fact that the Court of Claims

must report to Congress make Its judgments any the legs final*  
In the case of United States ▼*  Irwinf^0 where, the terms of 

a statute referred a class of clfiims to the Court, providing 

that it should ¡aske an "adjudication according to law” and 

■Ifrepox’t the same to Congress”, thé Supreme-Court held that 

thé Court of .Claims, dealing ■with cases within this classg 

a»uat render a ’•final” judgment*.  í'Thiá. phraseology: is not 

nearly bo strong as that in thtf statutes giving the Courts 

general jurisdiction,, yet the Supreme Court, in the Irwin 

casé áaidi,

’’But, in dur opinion, the controlling words 
of the act are those which declarethe claims of 
the parties a^e thereby referred to the Court of 
Claims »for adjudication according to law* • The 
force of this phrase can not be satisfied by anything 
less than a formal, regular and final judgment of the 
judicial tribunal, to which the matter is submitted, 
acting upon the acknowledged principles of law appli
cable to the Circumstances of the case. All such 
judgments were required by existing laws to be reported 
to Congress, and. the addition of words to the same 
effect in this statute, while being perhaps unnecessary, 
does not change the character of the judgments to be 
reported.*

The Supreme Court has frequently decided that it

did not have, thé power to modify the findings of the Court of

*^g7 Uw 5 126 (lees), R '-"-T-
See also supra noté 517*
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Claims. In the case of United States v. WXliffi^for exsnple, 

ths Supreme Court rofused to consider a statement appearing In 

the opinion of the lower Court, which had not appeared in its 

findings of fact*  saying: ’’The findings pf fact of the Court 

of Claims are to be treated liki the verdict of a jury, ^e 

can not add to them, or modify thea”. And the Supreme Court 

has even gone to the length of’holding that h previous tin*  

appealed judgment of th© Court of'Claims as to the status ©f 

a retired naval officer is conclusive upon it in all subsequent 

proceedings involving that question.®2^

5Z1 285 U. S. 101 (1921) ' 'J/'' ■ ''

United States v. Mosftr, 266 U. S. 366 (1924).
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CONCLUSION.

From t'iiis considération of the statutes and Court 

decisions, it would appear that the opinion of certain members 

of Congress, as well as that of the Comptroller General of 

the United States, expressed by them precedent to withholding 

appropriations to pay certain judgments of the Court of 

Claims, is not well-founded. Heprépeçtàtive Kood tics ardently 

maintained that th© Court Ms ’•reference powers" onlyj that 

its "findings*  may be disregarded bjy Congressj that^thc Court 

of Claims "is purely a fact-finding court and is not a 

judicial court at all, ypt it has assuped itself to heland ■ 

now proceeds upon the theory thatit Is a judicial court« 

It is time that we call a huit bn this court by reversing 
some of its decisions".323 Quite obviously he has made no 

profound study of the Court’s Jurisdiction. He appears 

Woefully ignorant of the decisions of the Supreme Court anent 

the Judicial character of the Court of Claims, and were he 

any student of the subject he would understand thé difference 

between the two types of jurisdiction exercised by the Court

3^.;' K, ■ 



as distinguished aboyé» Further*  his conclusion is difficult 

to reconcile with the holdings and frequent dicta that the 
Supreme Court can not hear appeals from nonjudicial bodies®^4 

and that the appellate jurisdiction can be exercised only 

over final judgments of the tribunal below.

Another argument in denial of the Court’s

judicial powers is based upon the doctrine that "the Sovereign 

con not be sued without its consent”, from which it follows, 

it is claimed*  that this consent may be withdrawn at any time, 

or the terms upon which it is given modified in any stage of a 

proceeding. However true that may be, th© Supreme Court, in 

the Klein case, supra, stated that once consent has been given 

by the Government, Congress may not lay down a *rule  of decision”» 

And a judgment being a property right, it hardly could bo con

tended that it would be within its constitutional powers end 

within the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment for

' l' ’J------------ — -------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------ .... .. -,

Gordon v. United States, supra note 32j United States v. 
Ferreira, 13 How. 40 (U. S. 1852) SembleI cf. United States v. 
Ritchie, 17 How. 525 (u. 8» 1855) j see United States v. Old 
Settler*,  148 U. S. 427, 466 (1893) y Old Colony Trust Co., v» 
Commissioner of Int. Rev., 279 U*  S. 716, 722 (1929)$ Federal 
Radio Com., v. General Electric Co., 281 U.S. £64,. 469 (1950).. .

In re Sanborn, 148 U.S. 222 (1898)1 Sev/ United States v. 
Jones, supra note 818, at p, 479j Kats, Federal Legislative Courts 
(1980, Harv. L. Rev.), vol. 43, p. 896j Mote (1927) 41 Hary. L. , 
Rev. 232, 234j. cf. the cases in note*302,  supra. • ; •’ç { '

526 sCB axso the O’Grady Case, supra not8 315.
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Congress to enact legislation rendering a ' judgiaent invalid • 

where it. had been rendered in accordance with previous acta 
of the legislative body. «As’was said In MihheSota v*  Hi^chcook^^ : 3 

"While the United State!, ah,: a Government* - maynot be sued without 

its consent, yet with its consent it may be sued, and the 

judicial power of the United States extends to such a controversy1*.

It is axiomatic that once a controversy ha? come within the

proper jurisdiction of a judicial forum, it has passed beyond

the control of the legislative branch of the Government.

An argument also has been made^^è based upon

the inability of the Court of Claims to enforce its judgments.

This argument would have equal force, if any, in a denial of the 

judicial powers of the District Courts and of theSipreme Court 

in cases involving claims against the Government, The Court 

of Claims answers it In the Pocono Pines decision, stating»

"As a legal proposition, it has never been 
thought the failure to receive payment of a judgment 
affected its validity. If Congress possesses the 
power to make the United States a defendant in a 
court of the United States, the exercise of the 
power undoubtedly carries With it the incidents of 
legal liability*  Innumerable debtors may lawfully 
escape the payment of valid judgments, but no one 
has supposedthat such exemptions affect the validity 
of the court’s judgment if it is otherwise valid in

■ law-.."'

32T185 U.S. 375, 386 (1902)*

®^®Hûnnàh, supra note 17, at p. 124 ,

5^Supra doté 289
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And much emphasis has been pieced upon the 
decision in “the Bakelite case32i^to show that the Court of Claims 

can not reader a final judgment against the United States» 

There, the Supreme Court held that the Court of Customs (now 

the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals), together with the 

Court of Claims and the Courts of the District of Columbia, 

are not constitutional, but legislative Courts, and can be ’ ' 

invested with jurisdiction to render advisory opinions to 

Congress, and that constitutional Courts, can not accept such 

jurisdiction. However, the Court did not decide that legis

lative Courts can not exercise judicial power properly granted 

to themj relative to ths ’Court of Claims,’ It S&idt "frost th'e 

outset, Congress has required. it to give merely advisory opinions 

on many matters. Under the act creating it, all of its decisions 

were to be of that nature*  Afterwards some were to have effect 

as binding judgments, but others were still to he advisory. 

This is true at the present timeB.251

AiUSupra note 292

3S1Ib. v. pi 454
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Whether, then, judgments of the Court of Gleina 

may be protected from congressional interference in the fora 

of review practiced in the Pocono Pines case, has not been 

squarely tested by the Supreme Court, although, as stated, the 

Court of Claims itself has indicated that it Would reject any 
attempted exercise of legislative control.^52 comprehensive

study®88 qf the protection given judgments of such legislative 

Courtsj whether they are denied protection if no appeal is 

takeaj whether ’’finality’* in the judgment of the lower Court 1» 

essential to appellate jurisdiction! whether the exercise of 

appellate jurisdiction from the Court of Claims is an exception 

to this requirement of finality! or whether it involves an 

implicit denial of a power in Congress to revise the judgments 

of that tribunal - leads to no definite conclusion, in the 

absence pf> a deftoite ultiHiatinftjfros» the Supreme Court. Thw 

i congresslorial historyW the payment of judgments of the Court

of Claims indicates that the question has not been of major 

iaportance anyway,S34an(j that the possibilities of indirect in-

852See Kock v. United States, 2 C. Cis. 451, 457 (1866); 
Witkowski v. United States, 7 C. Cis. 333, 397 (1872); Fendall 
v. United States, 14 C. Cis. 247. 251 (1878); Meigs v. United 
States, 20 C. Cis. 181> 185 (188S); cf. Choteau v. United States, 
20 C.Cls, 250, 252 11885). In Rosa v. United States ex. rel.
Prospect Hill Cemetery, 8 ¿pp.D.C. 32 (1696) y the Supreme Court 
of the District of Columbia held void on its face, as an attempt 
by Congress to control the judiciary, a statute directing that 
Court to set aside its judgment,

555The Court of Claims: Judicial Power and Congressional 
Review (1935, Harv.L Rev.), V. 46, 677-687

554
A survey of the appropriations indicates that Congress 

(Cont’d next page).
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fluence becoac less significant in view q£ the proof presented 

that Congress intended to put the Judgments of the Court beyond 
its control.55® Such an intent would sees to be effective 

unless and until Congress desires to abolish or modify the 

Court itself* 556

Congress, then, by its very enactments, has ex

pressed the wish that the Court of Claims be empowered to render 

’’final” Judgments, subject Only to review In the Supreme Court. 

That it possesses the attributes of "Judicial Power" has bean 

clearly developed by the persuasive references to ths decided 

cases. Hardly would Congress, even in this day of somewhat 

reckless disregard of the Constitution, bé unmindful of the 

Supreme Courtes assertion in the 0* Grady case, supra, and in 

other decisions, that a "Judgment of the Court of Claims, from 

which no appeal is token, is Just as conclusive under existing 

law as tfe= judgment of the Supreme Court, until it is set aside 

on à motion for a new trial®.

8$4jjas. refused payment of judgments in probably not over fifteen 
instances*  See, e.g., 17 Stat. 82 (1872); 35 Stat. 422 (1904);
4Ô Stat*  378 (191?)*  At the same time as the action of Congress 
in the Pocono fines case, another claim was denied jjayment by 
Congress: See 75 Cong. Reci 3358-61 (1932).

535See supra noté 30» ’ ■>.*  , ;

556Supra note333, at pp. 685-686



It is interesting to nonjedturs ttse result of >
'• ' A ? ' > t: S

■ . ■ ■ v /•' ' . V/

further. attempts by Con^rbsa to encroach upoh the Court -of Claims*  

jurisdiction and powers. Certainly the weight of judicial 

opinion strongly favors the Cpui*t,  so far as the finality of its 

judgments is concerned» ¿nd in tha event another situation, 

similar to that in the Pocouo Pines case, presents itself, one 

can imagine that the Supreme Court, should it grant certiorari 

and squarely meet the issue, would follow the direction of its 

previous decisions and dicta. Ho one denies the existence of 

the dual nature of the Court of Claims* ¡Jurisdiction, end in

dubitably the Court must submit to the will of Congress in con

ducting Congressional reference cases, end reporting its 

“findings” to the legislative body ~ even in cases where the 

Court has been directed, in addition, to make an "adjudication 

according to law". But what seems to. be the overwhelming 

view admits of no yielding on th® part of the Court of Claims 

when the "finality" and "conclusivenesa” of its judgments are 

at issue. Th© Court ney, and as frequently directed does, 

report facts to Congress to aid it in its own consideration of 

casesj and, as in the Pocono Pines case, it reports such facts 

although judgment has already been rendered. Thereafter, 

Congress may refuse to accept those reports as binding, or may 

deny appropriations with which the Court*  a judgments must be 

paid. But it may not interfere with the proper exercise of the
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Court's juducial functions, nor prescribe to it « "rule of 

decision". There is a limit to which Congress may go, beyond 

that, the Court's decisions are inviolable, the interference 

with which the Court justly might denounce, as it has indicated 

it would.

Let it be hoped that Congress does not entertain 

again any pronounced tendency further to destroy whatever 

finality the decisions of the Court of Claims now have. Congress 

has not the time, the temperament, nor the freedom from political 

influence necessary to handle the much-involved end highly 

technical matters coining before the Court, and a return to 

a system merely of advisory judgments, such as existed prior to 

1863, would introduce again all the evils of private bills, ell 

the vacillations, procrastinations and vicissitudes which 

characterised the legislative handling t£ claims fourscore years 

ago. It is just as necessary now, as it was in Lincoln*«  

time, that the Government "render prompt justice against itself 

in favor of its citizens”,, ana the only branch of the' Government 

adequately equipped to deal justice to all parties is th© 

judiciary. It is quite important to Vest finality of authority 

in e. tribunal trained in ferreting out the truth, moved not 

by blatant ignorance, or, more often by political consideratioils.

¿3'/ Supra notes, 13, 25
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The Court should be able to proceed to e. sound conclusion 

without the danger of coercion from outside forces, or from 

the meddling jealousy ifhich causes Senators and Congressmen 

to grasp for finality of jurisdiction over the Court *-  the 

better, their vanity dictates, to assure their proficiency as 

watchdogs of the Treasury!

From & ¿tttdy such as this, one can hot but be J. ’

Impressed with the magnitude of the activities of the Court ’ 

of Claims. In the true sense of the ttrm, it is a national
-■» , t!j • . f \ />:■■ M , V _ . '„j ' *.*• <■ A

court - a court whose territorial ^tt^sdictioq is limited-only " ‘. $

by the United States and its<territorial possessions. It is a • 

Court open to claims arising in admiralty, as for salvage, or 

from collisions at sea with war and other vessels of the 

United Statesj bounty for vessels destroyed, as during the 

Spainish-American and World Yiars; royalties arising from the 

use of patents by the Government, giving the Court juris

diction to determine the validity of patents} International 

questions, as those arising under the French Spoliation Act 

and other cases} and suits by the citizens of all our island 

possessions for various purposes, such as for the use and occu

pation of real estate, the refund of import duties illegally 

collected in the ports of Manila, Porto Hico, and Guam. Its 

extraordinary jurisdiction has encompassed claims as varied as
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Indian depredation cages, actions arising fro» the lnprovement 

of th3 Mississippi River, Government activities in the Civil, 

Spanish-American and World Wars, and countless thousands of 

Hreferenced fro» Congress and the Executive Departments.

Its dignity end importance a® a governmental in

stitution can not be too highly appreciated) that it has exercised 

a healthful influence*  admitting righteous claims against the 

Government, has often been stated. No finer tribute in Justi

fication of Its existence can be found than the record of its 

cases, and in the feeling expressed by th© donor of the “Foreword”, 

in concluding his remarks on the Court of Claims)

’’Here equity, morality, honor, and good 
conscience must be practically apiilicd to the 
determination of claims, and the actual authority 
of these principles aver Government action ascer
tained, declared, and illustrated in pornmnent 
and abiding forms. As step by step, in’ sucqtessivsi 
decisions, you Shall have ascertained the duties 
of Government toward the citiaen, fixed their 
precise limits upon sound principles, and. armed 
the claimant with me&ns .-.of securing their^enfprcjH' a ?’'^’1. 
ment, a code will-grbw ip^giYin^, dffecfto many 
rights not heretofdro pfactidally uckhOwledged.; ' 
In it will be found^enshrined fof the admiration 
of Succeeding ages an honorable portraiture of 
our national morality, and a full vindication of 
the eulogtun recently pronounced upon our people 
by the highest authority in the parent state. 
•Jurisprudence’, says lord Campbell, In The Queen v.
Millis, ’Is the department of human knowledge to 
which our brothers in*the  United States of America 
have chief ly devbtsd. thismMv»®, and in which they 
have chiefly excelled’ •*

^^Hpnorable' Ghaid^s O’Ccrano^'l'in '’’Great Speeches by ■ '' •
Great Lawyers”, see Richardson, supra note 11, at p. 33,
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